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Despite more than 250 years after Benjamin Franklin’s kite experiment,
lightning is still one of the mysteries of nature. We still do not understand
how lightning works at the most basic level. Traditionally, lightning used to
be studied using classical electrodynamics. However, in the last decade or so,
the observation of many high energy phenomena associated with lightning and
thunderclouds (e.g., X-rays from lightning leaders, TGFs, X-ray and gamma-ray
glows from thunderstorms, etc.), started a new path in studying lightning and
thunderstorms. It is suggested that energetic radiation in our atmosphere is
the result of bremsstrahlung scattering of energetic electrons, called “runaway
electrons”, from air molecules and atoms. There are three main mechanisms for
the production and propagation of runaway electrons; thermal (cold) runaway
electron production, Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanches (RREAs), and
relativistic feedback mechanism. Depending on the voltage difference of the
runaway zone and the existence of an energetic seed particle, one of these mechanisms is at work. We have performed theoretical, modeling, and experimental
studies of all three runaway electron mechanisms.
The Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanche process seeded by Extensive
iii

Air Showers (RREA-EAS) has long been suggested to be responsible for the production of Compact Intracloud Discharges (CIDs). We developed a fluid model
based on RREA-EAS and simulated the production of CIDs. We compared our
simulation results with observational data from the Lightning Observatory in
Gainesville, FL and showed that one can find the fields which can produce Narrow Bipolar Pulses, but these fields are not realistic for thunderclouds and the
required energy of EAS is too high. Our results do not support the RREA-EAS
hypothesis, as it relates to CIDs.
A high-energy spectrometer (ARIS-S) for the detection of energetic radiation from leaders in lightning was designed, constructed and deployed at the
International Center for Lightning Research and Testing (ICLRT). X-ray pulses
from rocket-triggered lightning events were collected and the results produced
the world’s first detailed measurement of X-ray spectrum from lightning. Our
analysis showed that the spectrum of X-rays from leaders is much too soft to be
consistent with RREA and the cold (thermal) runaway mechanism is a viable
candidate for the production mechanism of runaway electrons at leader tips of
lightning.
Finally, in order to determine the importance of the discharge currents
caused by the runaway electrons and the role of relativistic feedback, we successfully designed, developed, and tested a balloon payload for the in situ measurement of energetic electrons and gamma-ray photons from inside thunderstorms
including many other environmental measurements (e.g., GPS location, acceleration, orientation, etc.). In 2013 we successfully measured the fair weather
background radiation profile as a function of height. The fair weather data
agreed well with theoretical predictions. In the summer of 2014 we had five
balloon launches with four of them measured gamma-ray glows from thunderstorms and at least one of them entered the runaway electron source region.
We also observed two events, on two separate balloon launches, with hour-scale
long excess radiation. Furthermore, we analyzed our data in accordance with the
Kennedy Space Center Lightning Mapping Array (KSC LMA) data and showed
that by combining them we can get a great insight regarding the electric field
at the source of the gamma-ray glows and runaway electron avalanches.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Lightning Phenomenology

Lightning is one of the most impressive natural phenomena commonly occurring
on Earth. On average, there are 9 million lightning strikes per day worldwide.
However, it is a misconception that lightning is well-understood. Although
more than a century of measurements and high-speed imaging has made a lot of
progress in our understanding of the phenomenology of lightning, more than 250
years after Franklin’s kite experiment, we still do not understand how lightning
works at the most basic level. Its unpredictable nature, wide range of time
variation, and obscuration by the thundercloud that produces it, makes the
study of lightning very challenging.
Following Uman [2001], lightning can be defined as a transient, high-current
electric discharge, with a length scale in kilometers. Regular thunderstorm
clouds (cumulonimbus) are the most common source of lightning. Volcanoes,
sandstorms, and nuclear explosions could also produce lightning-like discharges.
1

Lightning discharges can occur (1) within a single cloud (intracloud lightning),
(2) between clouds (intercloud lightning), (3) between a cloud and the surrounding air (cloud-to-air), or (4) between a cloud and the Earth (cloud-to-ground)
[Dwyer and Uman, 2014]. The first three categories are generally referred to as
“cloud discharges” and are responsible for 75% of all lightning activity. Cloudto-ground lightnings are also categorized by their polarity and the propagation
direction of the effective electrical charge transferred by the initial “leader”
[Berger, 1978]. Figure 1.1 shows the four categories. Approximately 90% of
all cloud-to-ground lightning flashes are downward negative [Rakov and Uman,
2007] and about 10% of them are downward positive. Upward positive and
negative cloud-to-ground (actually ground-to-cloud) lightning flashes are far
less common and often initiated from mountaintops, tall man-made towers, or
other tall objects, towards the cloud charge regions. In downward cloud-toground lightning, the charge initially moves toward the ground by stepped leaders which is then followed by the first return stroke. The term “stroke” applies
to a downward leader and an upward return stroke, and may involve a relatively
low level “continuing current” immediately following the return stroke. If there
are additional charges available in the upper portion of the first stroke, subsequent strokes following the previously formed channel are initiated by “dart”
or “dart-stepped” leaders. About 80% of negative cloud to ground lightnings
contain more than one stroke separated by 40 to 50 ms, usually three to five.
The charge structure of a thunderstorm is very complex and it changes
continuously as the cloud evolves. The electrical charges are either attached
to hydrometers (various liquid or frozen water particles in the atmosphere),
or are in the form of free ions. The basic charge structure of an isolated and
2

(a) Downward lightning negatively-charged leader.

(b) Upward lightning positively-charged leader.

(c) Downward lightning positively-charged leader.

(d) Upward lightning negatively-charged leader.

Figure 1.1: Four categories of cloud to ground (CG) lightning

3

Figure 1.2: Standard charge structure of a thundercloud
mature thundercloud consists of tens of Coulombs of net positive charge near
the cloud top (∼10 km), a more or less equal negative net charge region below
it (∼6-8 km), and another but smaller net positive charge region at the bottom
of the cloud. This idealized picture of the thundercloud charge structure is
generally accepted [Krehbiel, 1986] and can be expressed as a simple model of a
vertical tripole for lightning-producing cumulonimbus clouds. Figure 1.2 shows
the basic features of this model. The charge structure of an actual thunderstorm
is more complex than that mentioned here and varies from storm to storm. It is
occasionally much different from the structure illustrated, even sometimes upside-down with the main positive charge on the bottom and the main negative
charge on top.
The common downward negative lightning initiates at the bottom of the
main negative region and moves toward the lower positive charge region be4

neath it. Due to their small mass, free electrons are the primary charge carriers.
They neutralize a significant fraction of the lower positive region, and continue
their way toward the ground in the form of “stepped leaders”. Similarly, downward positive could-to-ground lightning is initiated in the main upper positive
charge region of the cloud or in the lower positive charge region. Although
in this type of lightning the positive charges are effectively transferred toward
the ground, but free electrons are still the main charge carriers. Stepped leaders move in discrete luminous segments. Each segment is tens of meters long.
The time between each step is about 50 µs when the leader is far from the
ground and it decreases to about 10 µs when it gets near the ground. The
average speed of the tip of the stepped leaders is about 2 × 105 m/s [Nagai
et al., 1982] and they are followed by the first return stroke. After the first
return stroke, “dart leaders” can transfer further charges along the defunct return stroke channel. Dart leaders deposit somewhat less charge along their path
compared to stepped leaders. They have a continuous propagation and travel
smoothly toward the ground with speeds about 107 m/s. Subsequent return
strokes generally lower less charge to ground and have smaller peak currents
than the first stroke. There are other types of leaders that might precede the
subsequent return strokes. They have features between pure stepped leaders
and pure dart leaders. “Dart-stepped leaders” and “chaotic dart leaders” are
types of dart leaders that show the stepping feature. Chaotic dart leaders are
known for their noisy radio frequency (RF) emission and large X-ray emission
[Rakov and Uman, 2007; Rakov, 2013; Dwyer and Uman, 2014].
Similar to downward lightning, in upward lightning the charge initially moves
toward the cloud by stepped leaders (Figures 1.1b,d ). However, there is no ob5

servable return stroke (or any return-stroke-like process) following the stepped
leaders in upward lightning. After reaching the cloud, stepped leaders are followed by downward dart leaders which are then followed by a return stroke. In
this sense, the subsequent strokes in upward lightning are similar and have the
same characteristics as the ones in downward lightning. This is also the case
for “rocket-and-wire triggered” lightning.
Lightning can be artificially initiated (triggered) from a natural thunderstorm using different techniques. The most common technique is the rocketand-wire technique. In this technique a wire is towed upward for a few hundred
meters using a small rocket. Another technique is a grounded wire technique,
called “classical triggering”. If the wire is ungrounded, the technique is called
“altitude triggering”. In this case, the wire is a few hundred meters in length
and is raised 100 m or so above ground. Similar to natural upward positive
lightning, upward positive stepped leader (UPL) initiates from the top of the
rocket when it reaches to about 200 to 300 m altitude. The leader initiation is
due to the electric field enhancement at the tip of the rocket. The UPL then
vaporizes the wire and creates a hot conductive channel between the cloud and
ground. A negative dart leader (or dart-stepped or chaotic dart) may initiate
in this hot channel in a downward direction from the cloud charge region to
ground, which then will be followed by a return stroke. In altitude triggering,
a downward negative leader, similar to downward negative stepped leaders in
natural lightning, initiates from the bottom of the wire. In other words, the
leader-return-stroke sequence in rocket triggered lightning is very similar (if not
identical) to all the subsequent strokes in a natural downward lightning. This
has made rocket-triggered lightning a very important tool to study lightning,
6

the effects of lightning on different objects, and to test the performance of different lightning locating systems. International Center for Lightning Research
and Testing (ICLRT) is one of the main lightning triggering research facilities
in the world. It is jointly operated by the University of Florida and Florida
Institute of Technology, and is located in north-central Florida. About 20 to 30
lightning flashes are triggered at the ICLRT every summer, and over 400 total
lightning flashes have been triggered until now.

1.2

High Energy Atmospheric Physics

Traditionally lightning used to be studied using classical electrodynamics. However, in the last decade or so, with the observation of many high energy phenomena associated with lightning and thunderclouds (e.g., X-rays from lightning leaders, TGFs, X-ray and gamma-ray glows from thunderstorms, etc.),
there has been a rapid growth in the study of production, propagation, and
interaction of energetic particles within thunderstorms. C. T. R. Wilson was
the first to predict thunderclouds could produce energetic radiation [Wilson,
1925]. He postulated that the electric fields such as occurs inside thunderclouds
and near lightning can accelerate runaway electrons and produce high-energy
radiation. In his own words in the article he mentions: “It would be of interest
to test by direct experiment whether a thundercloud does emit any measurable
amount of extremely penetrating radiation of β- or γ-ray type. There is, as
is well known, some evidence of the existence of such penetrating radiation in
the atmosphere; possibly some small portion of it may originate in the electric
fields of thunderclouds.”. Although X-rays associated with thunderstorms have
7

been reported over the decades since Wilson’s prediction [Shaw, 1967; Parks
et al., 1981; McCarthy and Parks, 1985; Eack et al., 1996a,b; Tsuchiya et al.,
2007a], it was not until recently that it was established that lightning also emits
X-rays [Moore et al., 2001; Dwyer et al., 2003]. Although it is now known
that high-energy radiation is commonly produced in our atmosphere, but the
exact physical mechanisms of their production and propagation are still not
well-understood. Understanding energetic radiation in our atmosphere is very
important for understanding the physics of thunderclouds and lightning. The
high-energy particles interact with air molecules and produce large low-energy
electron and ion populations. This could significantly increase the conductivity
of air.
It is suggested that energetic radiation in our atmosphere is the result of
bremsstrahlung scattering of energetic electrons, called “runaway electrons”,
from air molecules and atoms. Runaway electrons were first discovered by Wilson [1925]. Electrons are said to ”run away” when they gain more energy from
the background electric field than losing it through their interaction with the
medium [Babich, 2003]. There are three main mechanisms for their production and propagation; thermal (cold) runaway electron production, Relativistic
Runaway Electron Avalanches (RREAs), and relativistic feedback mechanism.
Depending on the voltage difference of the runaway zone and the existence of an
energetic seed particle, one of these mechanisms is at work for the production
and propagation of runaway electrons.
During the course of this dissertation I have performed theoretical, modeling,
and experimental studies of all three runaway electron mechanisms as the source
of different energetic phenomena associated with lightning and thunderstorms.
8

In the following chapter, I will review the runaway electron theory and all three
production mechanisms in detail. In Chapters (3), (4) and (5) I will review three
phenomena that are believed to be associated with the three runaway electron
mechanisms and show the theoretical and experimental work undertaken to
study them. Finally, I will summarize the findings and conclusions of this work
and the future work that could be done to further enhance our understanding
of runaway electron physics and each of the three phenomena.
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Chapter 2
Runaway Electron Physics
2.1

Introduction

Runaway electrons are a major component in production of energetic radiation
within the atmosphere. Runaway electrons were defined by Kunhardt et al.
[1986] as “an electron is runaway if it does not circulate through all energy
states available to it at a given E/N, but on average moves toward high-energy
states.” E is the electric field and N is the ratio of the density of air to its value
at sea level. In 1925, C. T. R. Wilson [1925] discovered runaway electrons using
a cloud chamber. He showed that electrons with energies greater than 20 keV
from cosmic rays (or radioactive sources) in air could “run away” in high field
regions of thunderclouds, and achieve energies up to many millions of electron
volts. He won the Nobel Prize for the invention of the cloud chamber. In this
chapter we will review the runaway electron theory and the mechanisms that
could produce large fluxes of radiation in the air.
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2.1.1

Wilson runaway electrons

Electrons may run away when the average rate of energy loss in a medium is
less than the average rate of energy gain from an electric field. The loss of
energy is mainly due to ionization for electrons with energies below several tens
of MeV and due to bremsstrahlung for electrons with higher energies. Based
on the rate of energy loss for minimum ionizing electrons, runaway electrons
would be produced when the ambient electric field is greater than the so-called
breakeven field, Eb = 2.18 × 105 V/m×N. Here N is the ratio of the density of
air with respect to its sea level value. However, simulations have shown that due
to elastic scattering of electrons, the minimum field required for the production
of runaway electrons is about 30% higher than Eb and it is Eth = 2.84 × 105
V/m×N, called the threshold electric field [Dwyer, 2003]. This is because of
the fact that elastic scattering causes electrons to travel longer paths than the
direct field lines. Although the average track path of electrons will move along
the field lines.
Figure 2.1 shows the energy loss per unit length of an electron (or positron)
in air as a function of kinetic energy. It also shows the energy gain per unit
length from a strong electric field (horizontal line). It can be seen that for an
electron to continuously gain energy from the electric field and run away, its
initial kinetic energy should be above the (electric field dependent) threshold
energy, εth . Such energetic “seed” electrons could be provided from an external
source such as cosmic-rays or radioactive decays [Wilson, 1925]. The threshold
kinetic energy, εth , decreases rapidly with the increase of electric field. For the
electric fields above the critical field, Ec , all electrons with any kinetic energy will
run away. Production of runaway electrons in fields near Ec is called “thermal
11

runaway” or “cold runaway” and it does not require any seed particles. These
runaway electrons can then propagate into regions with lower fields and will
continue to propagate as long as E > Eth . In addition, seed runaway electrons
can be supplied via external sources (e.g., cosmic-rays) or an avalanche process
involving Møller scattering [Gurevich et al., 1992]. The production of runaway
electrons via the avalanche process is called the Relativistic Runaway Electron
Avalanche (RREA) and it greatly increases the flux of energetic electrons (e.g.,
by thousands beyond the background value) in a short time.

2.1.2

Cold (Thermal) Runaway Electron Production

For fields higher than the critical field, Ec , virtually all electrons, including
the low-energy ones, will run away. This is called the Cold Runaway Electron
(CRE) mechanism. The critical field is about ten times greater than the conventional breakdown field (Ek = 3 × 106 V/m at sea level) of air. Such high
fields cannot exist very long and will be discharged through the conventional
breakdown on very short timescales [Babich, 2003; Bakhov et al., 2000]. Before
the discovery of X-rays from lightning, it was not clear that such conditions
exist in the atmosphere to allow the CRE to occur. Researchers have suggested
that fields exceeding Ec can be produced in small regions like the leader tips in
association with lightning leaders [Moss et al., 2006; Oreshkin et al., 2012]. In
this scenario, the runaway electrons can be produced from the free low-energy
electron population and then gain just enough energy to continue their path
through Wilson’s runaway electron mechanism from the lower field region in
front of the leaders.
In order to find the flux of runaway electrons under the CRE mechanism,
12

Figure 2.1: The effective frictional force and electric force experienced by an
energetic electron moving through air at STP as a function of kinetic energy.
The horizontal line is the electric force from a 5000 kV/m electric field. The
solid curve is the frictional force due to the inelastic scattering of the electrons
with air atoms and the dashed curve is the frictional force when the effects of
bremsstrahlung emission are included.
Gurevich [1961] defined the Boltzmann equation for the runaway electrons distribution function for a weakly ionized plasma in the following form:
∂f
∂t
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(2.1)

where m and v are the mass and velocity of electrons, Nn is the density of
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~ and ~v , and νe is the collision frequency
the neutral gas, θ is the angle between E
of electrons. Here F (v) and D(v) are defined as the effective retarding force and
the coefficient characterizing the velocity diffusion of an electron:
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(2.3)

Here εi is the ionization energy, ∆ε is the energy transferred to the “knock-on
electrons”, Qi (v) is the total ionization cross section, and Qk (v) is the total
cross section for the excitation of the level h̄ωk . F (v) is the same as the Bethe
equation [Bethe and Ashkin, 1953] for the ionization/atomic excitation energy
losses per unit length along the energetic particles path which was shown in
Figure 2.1. Solving equation (2.1) for an arbitrary electric field, E, in the first
order approximation gives the following for the distribution function of runaway
electrons [Gurevich, 1961]:
(

"

2m Z v vdv
eE
f (v) = f (v0 ) exp −
1−
εi v0 d(v)
F (v)

#)

,

(2.4)

where d(v) = (2m2 v/εi )D(v)/F (v) ≈ d¯ is a slow varying dimensionless function
close to one, v0

q

5εi /m is the lower limit for the validity of equation (2.1), and

f (v0 ) is the distribution function at the boundary v0 . It can be seen that the
number of runaway electrons grows exponentially for all E > Ec . This is the
regime for the cold runaway electrons and Ec is the critical field corresponding
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to the maximum effective retarding force:

Ec =

Fmax
≈ 7 × 10−15 Nn
e

[V /cm].

(2.5)

Ec is approximately 3 × 105 V/cm for air at sea level. For the case of E < Ec ,
the flux of runaway electrons is determined by [Gurevich, 1961]:
"

dNe
E
eE 3
mv 2
S=−
=
vT f (v0 ) ¯ 0 1 −
dt
mvc
Ec
dεi


#





Ec
× exp − A ,
4E

(2.6)

where A is a very large constant (A ≥ 10), vc ≈ kTe Ec /mE is the characteristic
velocity of electrons, and vT2 = 2kTe /m. In this scenario, for all E < Ec the flux
of runaway electrons falls off very fast due to the large negative value of the
exponent in equation (2.6). However, as it will be explained in the next section
this is not the case all the time and the flux of runaway electrons could increase
even at E < Ec due to Møller scattering.
The actual distribution function of the cold runaway electrons can be much
more complicated than the simple form presented in equation (2.1), which makes
the resultant spectrum of runaway electrons from CRE difficult to predict. The
spectrum depends on many parameters including the geometry of electric fields.
Moreover, the spectrum does not possess any specific shape and the characteristic energy of runaway electrons can have just about any value up to many
MeV [Babich, 2003]. Further details on the consequences of CRE not having a
characteristic energy and their possible role in production of X-rays from lightning leaders will be presented in Chapter 4. The critical field Ec is much larger
than the air breakdown field Ek and cannot sustain in the air for very long as it
will be quickly discharged through the conventional breakdown. However, such
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high fields can exist for a short time in small regions like the leader tips. The
CRE process can provide the seeds either for the Wilson runaway, or RREA
(next section). In Wilson runaway one energetic electron will be produced for
every seed thermal runaway electron. The Wilson runaway mechanism would
increase the energy of the runaway electrons and extend the distance traveled,
thereby increasing the X-ray yield.

2.1.3

Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanches (RREAs)

In 1992, Gurevich et al. [1992] predicted that runaway electrons can undergo
electron-electron Møller scattering (electron-electron elastic scattering) with
atoms and molecules in air and produce more energetic electrons. Some of
these new electrons with energies higher than εth can also run away along with
the initial runaway electrons. This process can produce an avalanche of runaway
electrons for each energetic seed electron that enters into the high-field region.
This is called the Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanche (RREA) process.
As mentioned before, the minimum required field for avalanche production is
called the threshold field, Eth and its value is 2.84 × 105 V/m×N [Dwyer, 2003].
The number of electrons along a unit length with energies ε ≥ ε1 that were
produced through Møller scattering from a single seed electron with energy
εs ≫ ε1 is given by [Landau et al., 1984]:
dN (ε1 )
πzNm e4
=
.
ds
mc2 ε1

(2.7)

Following the notation in Gurevich et al. [1992], the equation of motion for the
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electrons can be written as

m

dv
= eEµ − F (v),
dt

(2.8)

~
where µ = cos θ = ~v · E/vE
and
dµ
eE
=
(1 − µ2 ).
dt
mv

(2.9)

From equations (2.8), (2.9) the electron trajectory in the v, µ plane can be
described as
"

ln u
1
2
du
1+
µu −
=
2
dµ
1−µ
δ0
a

!#

,

(2.10)

where u = v 2 /c2 , a = ln(mc2 /zεi ), and δ0 = Emc2 /4πNm Ze3 a. Then the total
number of runaway electrons from a single seed electron is
dN
dN (ε0 )
πzNm e4
2πzNm e4
=
=
=
.
ds
ds
mc2 εth
(mc2 )2 u0

(2.11)

Here ε0 is the minimum possible energy of the newborn electrons and it is
defined as
1
ε1,min = εth = mc2 u0 ,
2

(2.12)

where u0 = u(µ = 0) and is found using equation (2.10). The total number of
runaway electrons from all newborn electrons can now be found by
dNre
N
s
=
⇒ Nre = N0 exp( ),
ds
λ
λ

(2.13)

where N0 is the number of initial seed electrons and λ is the avalanche e-folding
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length
λ≈

(mc2 )2 u0
.
2πzNm e4

(2.14)

It can be seen that for the case that the energy of the initial seed electrons
εs > εth , the number of runaway electrons will increase exponentially with the
avalanche e-folding length λ and it is analogous to the conventional breakdown.
The avalanche will continue as long as the electrons are traveling in a region
where δ0 > 1. Dwyer et al. [2003] used a detailed Monte Carlo simulations and
found the following empirical relation for the dependence of λ to the electric
field strength when 300 kV/m ≤ E ≤ 2500 kV/m:
λ=

7300 kV
(E − 276kV /m × N )

(2.15)

where N is the ratio of the air density to that of at STP.
Unlike in CRE, the energy spectrum of runaway electrons in RREA reaches
a steady state once the avalanche develops over a few avalanche lengths. The
energy spectrum of RREA electrons can be found as described next. We have the
following relation for the number of electrons per unit energy, f (ε, t) = dN/dε
[Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 2013], in air [Dwyer and Babich, 2011]:
Z ∞
d
dσM øller (ε, ε′ ) ′ ′
df (ε, t)
= − (b(ε)f (ε, t)) + Nair Z
· v f (ε , t)dε′ ,
dt
dε
dε
ε

(2.16)

where ε is the kinetic energy of the scattered electron, ε′ is the kinetic energy
of the incident electron, b(ε) is the average rate of change of the energy of the
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electrons, and σM øller is the cross section of Møller scattering. It is given by
"

#

2πre2 mc2
(2γ ′2 + 2γ ′ − 1)
1
(γ ′ − 1)2 m2 c4
dσM øller
=
−
+ 2 4 ′2 ,
′2
2
2
′
2
2
′
′2
dε
β
ε (mc (γ − 1) − ε)
ε(mc (γ − 1) − ε)γ
mcγ
(2.17)
where β ′ is the speed of the incident electron divided by c, and γ ′ is the Lorentz
factor of the incident electron. As shown in equation (2.13) the number of
runaway electrons grows exponentially along the avalanche path. Letting s =
vre t, where vre is the average speed of runaway electrons, we can assume an
exponential relation for population growth of runaway electrons with respect to
time:
fre (ε, t) = fre (ε) exp(t/τre ),

(2.18)

where τre is the runaway electron avalanche e-folding time. Substituting equation (2.18) in equation (2.16) we will have
Z ∞
fre
d
dσM øller (ε, ε′ ) ′
· v fre dε′ .
= − (b(ε)fre ) + Nair Z
τre
dε
dε
ε

(2.19)

The first term on the right hand side is the change in the number of runaway
electrons due to energy loss and gain, and the second term is the change due to
creation of new electrons from Møller scattering. Most of these new electrons
have energies only a few times larger than εth and they won’t runaway due
to other scattering processes. Electrons with energies ε ≫ εb , εb being the
boundary energy which

df
(ε )
dε b

= 0, will runaway in the opposite direction of

the applied electric field vector. For this field-aligned beam we have b(ε) ≈
vre (eE − Fd ) and Fd ≈ 276 × N keV/m, where Fd is the average energy loss rate
and is approximately constant. Considering only such electrons with energies
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high enough above the threshold, equation (2.19) becomes:
dfre
fre
= −(eE − Fd )
,
λ
dε

(2.20)

where we used λ ≈ vre τre . The solution to equation (2.20) is
!

−ε
fre = f0 exp
.
(eE − Fd )λ

(2.21)

Substituting equation (2.15) in (2.21) we get


−ε
fre = f0 exp
7.3 M eV



.

(2.22)

This shows that the spectrum of runaway electrons in RREA has the average
energy of 7.3 MeV and is independent of the field or density of air. The overall
shape (exponential) of the spectrum is also approximately independent of energy
or flux of initial seed electrons. Equation (2.22) is valid for electrons with energies from a few hundred keV up to several tens of MeV. However the maximum
energy is approximately the maximum kinetic energy of electrons determined
by the potential difference in the high field region. The energy spectrum falls
off very fast for higher energies. This equation can also be used for spatially
varying electric fields.
As mentioned in the previous section, one way to provide the initial seed particles with kinetic energy ε > εth for the initiation of RREA is through the CRE
mechanism. In this scenario, thermal runaway electrons traveling in a region
with E > Eth will produce MeV runaway electrons through avalanche multiplication. Another method is the seeding of RREA through cosmic-ray Extensive
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Air Showers (RREA-EAS). Gurevich et al. [1992] suggested that RREA can
cause an electrical breakdown of air called “runaway breakdown” [Gurevich and
Zybin, 2001] and then suggested [Gurevich et al., 1999] that RREA-EAS could
produce large enough conductivity enhancement to initiate lightning. However,
Dwyer [2010] and Dwyer and Babich [2011] showed that the standard ionization
rates apply to RREA-EAS and it is not high enough to initiate lightning. Furthermore, they showed that RREA is not really an electrical breakdown since
the flux of runaway electrons is dependent to conditions external to the system.
RREA-EAS has also been suggested as the source mechanism for the production of the most powerful radio wave emitters on earth. We will talk about this
in more details in Chapter 3.

2.1.4

Relativistic Feedback Mechanism

In 2003, Dwyer [2003] proposed a third mechanism for the production of runaway electrons. In this mechanism the runaway electrons produce a positive
feedback effect that can dramatically change the exponential growth of the number of runaway electrons. The feedback effect is a result of the new avalanches
initiated primarily due to energetic photons or positrons. The X-ray photons
produced from the bremsstrahlung scattering of the avalanche electrons can either Compton backscatter or pair-produce in air. The backscattered photons
can then propagate to the start of the avalanche region and generate a new
avalanche by producing new runaway electrons through Compton scattering
or photoelectric absorption. This is called the X-ray (or photon or gammaray) feedback. The positrons created from the pair-production of the energetic
photons can also runaway toward the beginning of the avalanche region which
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can then produce additional runaway electrons via Bhabha scattering (hard
elastic scattering with atomic electrons) and thereby generate new (secondary)
avalanches. This is called the positron feedback mechanism. In comparison, the
X-ray feedback requires a shorter avalanche region than the positron feedback.
Consequently, the X-ray feedback will be more important at higher electric field
strengths (i.e., E > 750 kV/m × N), and the positron feedback will dominate
at lower field strengths [Dwyer, 2003]. The new avalanches may also undergo
the same mechanisms and produce more and more feedback avalanches. As a
result, the number of runaway electrons will increase exponentially and much
faster than in RREA [Dwyer, 2003; Babich et al., 2005]. There are also secondary feedback mechanisms including the annihilation gamma-ray feedback
and the feedback from bremsstrahlung photons emitted by backward propagating positrons [Dwyer, 2007] that are usually much smaller than the primary
X-ray and positron feedback mechanisms [Dwyer, 2007].
These feedback mechanisms are analogous to the low-energy feedback mechanisms of Townsend discharge. In order to distinguish these high-energy mechanisms from their low-energy counterpart, the mechanisms described here are
jointly referred to as “relativistic feedback mechanisms”.
Dwyer [2007] calculated the growth in the flux of runaway electrons caused
by the relativistic feedback mechanism. The flux, FRF , at time t can be found
by adding the flux of all individual avalanches generated by the feedback mechanism during that time, to the first avalanche produced by RREA:

FRF =

t/τ
X

n=0
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Fn (t),

(2.23)

where τ is the time for the runaway electrons and backward propagating positrons
or X-rays to complete one round trip within the avalanche region, and Fn (t) is
the flux of the (n + 1)th runaway electron generation and is given by

Fn+1 = γ

Z

t
0

D(t − t′ )Fn (t′ )dt′ .

(2.24)

Here D(t − t′ ) ≈ δ(t − τ − t′ ) is the normalized distribution of the (n + 1)th
generation of particles passing the mid-plane [Dwyer, 2007], γ is the feedback
factor (not the Lorentz factor) and defined as the ratio of the number of runaway
electrons with generation number N+1 (passing through the mid-plane) divided
by the number of runaway electrons with generation number N (passing through
the mid-plane), and F0 is the flux of the first avalanche generated according to
the RREA mechanism
F0 = FRREA = S0 exp(ξ),

(2.25)

where S0 is the flux of external seed particles (e.g. cosmic-ray particles or
radioactive decays), and ξ is the number of e-folding lengths for a variable
electric field
ξ=

Z

L
0

dz
.
λ

(2.26)

L is the length of the avalanche region and λ is the e-folding length described
in section 2.1.3. Equation (2.24) can be approximated as
Fn = γ n S0 exp(ξ)θ(t − nτ ),
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(2.27)

where θ is the step function. Plugging this in equation (2.23) gives

FRF = S0 exp(ξ)

t/τ
X

γn.

(2.28)

n=0

For the case t ≫ τ , the runaway electron flux from relativistic feedback is




S0 exp(ξ) exp(t/τ ′ )/(γ − 1),





FRF =  S0 (t/τ ) exp(ξ),






 S0 exp(ξ)/(1 − γ),

γ>1
γ=1

(2.29)

γ < 1,

where τ ′ = τ /ln(γ) is the e-folding time to increase the flux of runaway electrons
due to feedback (assuming γ > 1).
The feedback factor γ is an important parameter in describing the relativistic
feedback. It is analogous to the second Townsend coefficient and shows the
fractional increase or decrease in the number of runaway electrons during each
feedback cycle τ . When γ < 1 the feedback process enhances the flux of runaway
electrons by a factor 1/(1−γ) and for the case γ ≪ 1, FRF approaches the flux of
runaway electrons from RREA (equation 2.25). As γ increases and approaches
one (e.g., due to field increase during thundercloud charging), the flux of seed
electrons will greatly increase and the relativistic feedback will dominate over
the external seed flux. This will produce a significant discharge current that
makes large electric fields highly unstable [Dwyer, 2003]. The discharge current
may balance the charging currents under specific conditions, and temporarily
establish an approximate steady-state electric field configuration. This may
explain the long lasting gamma-ray glows discussed in Chapter 5.
At γ ≥ 1 the flux of seed particles increases exponentially with time and the
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feedback dominates the production of seed particles after a very short time. At
this point the runaway electrons flux becomes self-sustaining. The γ ≥ 1 can
happen due to a rapid increase in the background electric field for example by
the large scale charging of the thundercloud, by charge motion during lightning,
or by RREA currents produced at other parts of the avalanche region [Dwyer,
2005]. The ratio of the runaway electron flux from relativistic feedback to that
from RREA for this case can be found from equation (2.29) and is given by
FRF
exp(t/τ ′ )
.
=
FRREA
γ−1

(2.30)

The ratio in equation (2.30) is also the same for the flux of X-rays emitted by
the two mechanisms, since the X-ray flux is directly proportional to the runaway
electrons flux. As a result, relativistic feedback may account for the large fluxes
of energetic electrons and gamma-ray photons within thunderstorms.
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Chapter 3
Compact Intracloud Discharges
(CIDs)
3.1

Introduction

In recent years there have been several efforts to explain the most powerful
natural HF-VHF radio wave emitters on Earth, called Compact Intracloud Discharges (CIDs) or Narrow Bipolar Events (NBEs) [Vine, 1980; Smith et al.,
1999]. The peak radiated power of these events in the 60-66 MHz frequency
range can exceed 300 kW [Thomas et al., 2001]. The associated VLF-LF radio
pulses (sferics) are called Narrow Bipolar Pulses (NBPs) [Smith et al., 1999].
Generally, the polarity of the NBPs should be opposite to that of the electrostatic field in the discharge region. The observations are consistent with
this assumption and they have shown that the source altitudes of the Negative
Narrow Bipolar Pulses (NNBPs) tend to be located at the top of the upper
positive region in the standard cloud model where the electrostatic field is di26

rected upward. In terms of their waveform, they usually appear as either a
narrow positive half-cycle followed by a smaller but longer negative overshoot,
called Positive Narrow Bipolar Pulses (PNBPs), or a narrow negative half-cycle
followed by a smaller, but longer positive overshoot, called Negative Narrow
Bipolar Pulses (NNBPs) [Willett et al., 1989]. NBPs last for about 10-30 µs,
with an initial rise plus fall time of 5-10 µs [Smith et al., 2002; Nag et al., 2010].
They are known to be associated with strong convection in thunderstorms, and
have altitudes of about 15-19 km for NNBPs and 8-15 km for PNBPs [Smith
et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2012] (see Table 3 in Lü et al. [2013] for a recent review).
This suggests that NNBPs may be produced above the main positive charge
layer and PNBPs may be produced between the main positive charge and main
negative charge layers.
NBPs don’t seem to be associated with return strokes of CG lightning discharges. They often appear as large isolated (at least within ten to hundreds
of milliseconds [Nag et al., 2010]) bipolar pulses with no apparent leader activity beforehand. There are also strong HF-VHF emissions superimposed on
E and B field waveforms. From here forth, we will refer to NBPs as the Low
Frequency (LF) bipolar waveform or sferic. The strong HF-VHF emissions are
an important part of the NBP process and any successful theoretical model for
NBPs must include these emission. However, investigating these emissions is
beyond the scope of this study.
Different models have been developed to explain NBPs. These models are
mainly developed assuming an existing conductive channel. However, a number
of discrepancies exists between these models, and the creation of a conductive
channel remains an open question. In the following sections, we will compare
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the results of some of the previously proposed models of CIDs and present some
new insights into the properties of these events.

3.2

Review of CID Models

Most of the theoretical models that explain NBPs fall into two distinct categories: the group of different versions of the Transmission Line (TL) model, or
the Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanche - Extensive Air Showers (RREAEAS) model. We will review the basic ideas behind these two theoretical models
below and compare the results of their predictions.

3.2.1

Transmission Line Model

The detailed physical mechanism that can produce CIDs is still unknown. In
order to better understand and analyze these events, scientists usually assume a
current wave propagating along a hot conductive channel. However, there is no
explanation of how such a highly conductive channel could quickly form. Such
models are referred to as the Transmission Line (TL) type models. TL models
has been widely used in the form of either a single traveling wave [Watson and
Marshall, 2007; Uman et al., 1975; Zhu et al., 2010] or a wave folding on itself
while being reflected from the ends of the channel (bouncing wave model) [Nag
and Rakov, 2009, 2010a; Hamlin et al., 2007].
In 2007, Watson and Marshall [2007], compared the results of the TL model
for a set of data measured by Eack [2004] with two modified versions of the
model: Modified Transmission Line Exponentially Increasing (MTLEI) with
negative charge carriers, and MTLEI model with positive charge carriers. They
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set the current to have a time dependency of the following form:



−(α(t−t1 ))2


 Ae

t ≤ t1

i(t) = 



2

 Ae−(α(t−t1 )/k)

,

(3.1)

t1 ≤ t

where A, k, and α are constants and can be found by matching the model with
the data. They then introduced three models for the propagation of the current
pulse along the conductive channel in the following forms :
1. TL model:
i(z, t) = i(t −

z − H1
)
v

(3.2)

2. MTLEI with negative charge carriers:
i(z, t) = e(z−H1 )/λ i(t −

z − H1
)
v

(3.3)

H2 − z
)
v

(3.4)

3. MTLEI with positive charge carriers:
i(z, t) = e(H2 −z)/λ i(t −

where H1 and H2 are the heights of the bottom and top of the conductive channel
respectively, v is the propagation speed of the current pulse along the conductive
channel, and λ is the growth rate of the current pulse. These constants can also
be found by fitting the model to the experimental data. Watson and Marshall
[2007] showed that the MTLEI with negative charge carriers give the best fit
to the measured data of positive NBPs in Eack [2004]. Figure 3.1 shows a
3D representation of the reproduction of the current pulse used in Watson and
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Figure 3.1: Current pulse used in Watson and Marshall [2007].
Marshall [2007] for the MTLEI with negative charge carriers model. Based on
the results from their simulations, Watson and Marshall [2007] suggested that a
process similar to the runaway breakdown process could be giving rise to NBPs.
In the same study, the authors conclude that the electrons, not the ions, are the
charge carriers for the propagation of the current pulse.
On the basis of experimental evidence of multiple reflections and modeling, Nag and Rakov [2010a] inferred that from the electromagnetic point of
view, the CID is essentially a bouncing-wave phenomenon. The process can be
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viewed as a long wave repeatedly folding on itself, so that the electromagnetic
field signature (narrow bipolar pulse) duration is not necessarily a measure of
radiation length. Reflections at channel extremities may result in corona-like
electrical breakdown there, because a reduction of current is accompanied by
an increase of line charge density and associated voltage. This breakdown at
channel ends is likely to produce intense bursts of HF-VHF radiation which are
a characteristic feature of CIDs. Nag and Rakov [2010a] showed via modeling that reflections were responsible for fine structure of wideband electric field
and dE/dt waveforms. From modeling the CID as a wave traveling on an elevated vertical transmission line and comparing model-predicted electric fields
with measurements, they estimated that the effective current reflection coefficients at channel ends (additionally accounting for current attenuation along
the channel) should be in the range of 0 to -0.5, the wave propagation speed to
be in the range of 0.3 to 3×108 m/s, and the channel length be less than 1000
m. Further, Nag and Rakov [2010a] showed that the current distribution along
the CID channel is often not much different from uniform, as expected for a
Hertzian (electrically short) dipole, because of relatively short channel length,
relatively long current waveform, and relatively high propagation speed. Both
the bouncing-wave model and the Hertzian dipole approximations were shown
to be capable of reproducing the two-station CID electric field measurements of
Eack [2004].
Nag and Rakov [2010b] estimated electrical parameters of 48 located CIDs
using their measured electric fields and vertical Hertzian dipole approximation.
For all 48 events, geometric mean values of peak current, zero-to-peak current
risetime, and charge transfer for the first 5 µs were inferred to be 74 kA, 5 µs,
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and 164 mC, respectively. The geometric mean peak radiated power, and energy
radiated for the first 5 µs were 29 GW and 31 kJ, respectively. For nine events,
they were able to estimate the CID channel length from the channel traversal
times measured in dE/dt waveforms by assuming propagation speeds of 2×108
m/s to 3×108 m/s. For v = 2.5×108 m/s (average value), the channel lengths
for these nine events ranged from 108 to 142 m. The corresponding geometric
mean values of peak current, zero-to-peak current risetime, and charge transfer
for the first 5 µs were inferred to be 143 kA, 5.4 µs, and 303 mC, respectively.
The uncertainty in either current or charge transfer calculated for the nine
events was estimated to be ≤ 25%. The geometric mean peak radiated power
and energy radiated for the first 5 µs (both wideband) were calculated to be
29 GW and 24 kJ, respectively. Overall, the estimated CID current waveform
parameters were found to be comparable to their counterparts for first strokes
in cloud-to-ground lightning, while their peak radiated electromagnetic power
was considerably higher.
In case of the PNBPs, their source altitudes are consistent within the region
between the main positive and the main negative regions of the standard cloud
model where the electric field is downward. All three events examined here
are of this type, although source altitudes for two of them are too high to be
consistent with the standard cloud model.
Although the TL-type models do not have a good explanation of what could
be the cause of such strong discharges, they can explain some of the main
characteristics of NBPs. In the next section we will examine one of the proposed
models that claims to be able to explain the occurrence of NBPs. A critical
review of another model of this type is found in Appendix B.
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3.2.2

RREA-EAS Model

It has been proposed that NBPs are caused by the development of a conductive channel with the help of relativistic runaway electron avalanches seeded
by cosmic ray air showers, called the RREA-EAS model, also referred to as
the Runaway Breakdown-EAS model [Gurevich et al., 2013, 2004; Gurevich
and Zybin, 2004; Gurevich et al., 2002, 2009]. We know that when high energy cosmic ray particles (e.g., electrons, positrons, and muons) travel through
a region of atmosphere in which the ambient electric field is greater than the
runaway electron avalanche threshold, they would act as seed particles for relativistic runaway electron avalanches (RREAs) [Gurevich and Zybin, 2004]. The
current from these avalanches does not require the presence of a hot conductive channel, and it is not clear if they can produce a hot channel [Dwyer and
Babich, 2012]. Instead, runaway electrons produce a large number of low energy
electrons by ionizing the air. The low energy electrons then drift in the thunderstorm electric field producing electric currents and radio frequency emissions
[Dwyer et al., 2009]. It has been suggested that these RF emissions could account for NBPs [Gurevich and Zybin, 2004]. The polarity of these emissions
would be determined by the direction of the electrostatic field at their source.
In the following sections, we will present the results we have obtained from CID
simulations based on the RREA-EAS model, and will compare the results with
measurements of NBPs.
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3.3

CID Model Development

Runaway electrons produced by high-energy air shower particles can produce
low-energy positive and negative ions, low-energy electrons, and more highenergy electrons through the ionization of air. However, as has been shown
in Dwyer et al. [2009], the low-energy ions do not contribute significantly to
the current density distribution. So the total current density including both
high-energy and low-energy electrons contribution is:
~ y, z, t) = ~vle ρle (x, y, z, t) + ~vre ρre (x, y, z, t),
J(x,

(3.5)

where ρle (x, y, z, t), ~vle , ρre (x, y, z, t), and ~vre are charge density and velocity of
low-energy and high-energy electrons, respectively. The first term on the right
hand side is the current due to low energy electrons and the second term is due
to runaway (high energy) electrons. In the following two subsections we will
find the contribution due to each term to the total current.

3.3.1

Energetic Runaway Electrons

For an arbitrary electric field, the density of runaway electrons, nre , is approximately given by the general transport equation [Dwyer, 2010]:
∂nre ~
~ · (D̂ · ∇n
~ re ) − nre = ns ,
+ ∇ · (~vre nre ) − ∇
∂t
τ

(3.6)

where ns is the source function describing the number of seed particles per
second per cubic meter, and ~vre is the average velocity of the runaway electrons
[Gurevich and Zybin, 2001; Dwyer, 2005]. The average speed of the avalanche
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was calculated by Coleman and Dwyer [2006] to be approximately 0.89c. The
third term on the left hand side describes the diffusion of energetic electrons.
If we ignore the lateral profile of the avalanche and just consider propagation
along the longitudinal direction, equation (3.6) could be written as:
∂nre
∂
∂
∂nre
nre
+ (~vre nre ) − (D||
)−
= ns .
∂t
∂z
∂z
∂z
τ

(3.7)

This one dimensional representation of the general transport equation (3.6) is
sufficient for calculations of the LF/VLF electromagnetic emissions, since the
lateral distribution has a small effect on the result.
The last term on the left hand side of equation (3.7) describes the avalanche
multiplication, with τ being the avalanche e-folding time. The avalanche efolding time can be derived using the following empirical equation:

vτ ≈ λ =

7300kV
,
(E − 276kV /m × N )

(3.8)

where E is the background electric field measured in kV/m, v is the speed of
the avalanche in m/s, λ is the e-folding length in meters, and N is the density of
air relative to its value at sea level at STP [Dwyer, 2003; Coleman and Dwyer,
2006]. Equation (3.8) is in good agreement with the avalanche length calculated
by other authors [Dwyer et al., 2012], and remains a good approximation for
the range of electric fields in the cloud, including fields below the RREA threshold field. This is because of the exponential energy spectrum of the runaway
electrons.
In Dwyer [2010], it has been shown that for a uniform electric field along
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−z, the differential equation (3.7) has the following Green’s function:
Gre (x, y, z, t; x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 ) = q
× exp (

1
4π(t − t0 )D||

(t − t0 ) (vre (t − t0 ) − (z − z0 ))2
−
)
τ
4D|| (t − t0 )

(3.9)

·S(t − t0 )δ(x − x0 )δ(y − y0 )S(z0 )S(L − z).
The step function, S, guarantees that only locations within the avalanche region
(0 < z < L) are considered and that the avalanche propagates in the correct
direction, opposite the electric field vector. The step function, S(x) is defined
to be equal to 0 for x < 0 and equal to 1 for x ≥ 0.
We have shown in Appendix A that for a nonuniform electric field along −z
we would have the following Green’s function for equation (3.7):
Gre (x, y, z, t; x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 ) = q
× exp (

Z

t

t0

1
4π(t − t0 )D|| (z, z0 )

dt (vre (t − t0 ) − (z − z0 ))2
)
−
τ
4(t − t0 )D|| (z, z0 )

(3.10)

·S(t − t0 )S(t − t0 )δ(x − x0 )δ(y − y0 )S(z0 )S(L − z),
where D|| (z, z0 ) is the averaged diffusion coefficient over the interval z0 to z. In
this equation τ is the e-folding time and is a function of the electric field. It
can be calculated using equation (3.8).
As a result, the solution for an arbitrary density of seed particles, ns , can
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be found by integrating the Green’s function (3.10) as following:
nre (x, y, x, t) =

Z Z Z Z

Gre (x, y, z, t; x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 )
(3.11)

·ns (x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 ) dx0 dy0 dz0 dt0 .
The density of energetic seed particles is related to the number density of
the energetic charged particles in the air shower as [Dwyer et al., 2009]:

ns (x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 ) =

u
nEAS (x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 ),
λ

(3.12)

where u is the speed of the air shower in the thunderstorm. Due to the Lorentz
contraction, the longitudinal thickness of the air shower is highly compressed
compared to its lateral size. The density of the particles in the air shower is
usually described as a thin pancake like shape with a slight curvature. Since
in this study we are not considering the lateral distribution of the runaway
electrons, we shall ignore the lateral width of the shower as well. Therefore, the
density of energetic particles in the shower can be written as

nEAS (x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 ) = NEAS δ(ux t0 − x0 )δ(uz t0 − z0 )δ(y0 ),

(3.13)

where NEAS is the number of secondary charged particles in the air shower,
and ux , uz are the horizontal and vertical components of the air shower core
velocity. Since we are interested in the maximum number of runaway electrons
that can be produced by air showers, we will assume a vertically moving air
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shower (ux = 0,uz = u). So:

nEAS (x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 ) = NEAS δ(x0 )δ(ut0 − z0 )δ(y0 ).

(3.14)

Finally, the density of runaway electrons can be written as:
Z
uNEAS
1
δ(x)δ(y) q
nre (x, y, z, t) =
λ
4π(t − t0 )D|| (z − ut0 )

· exp

Z

t

t0

dt (vre (t − t0 ) − (z − ut0 ))2
−
τ
4(t − t0 )D|| (z − ut0 )

!

(3.15)

·S(t − t0 )S(ut0 )S(L − z)dt0 .
The charge density of the runaway electrons can be found using:

ρre (x, y, z, t) = −enre (x, y, z, t),

(3.16)

and the current due to the runaway electrons using:
J~re (x, y, z, t) = ~vre ρre (x, y, z, t).

3.3.2

(3.17)

Low-Energy Electrons

As the runaway electrons propagate, secondary electrons below the runaway
threshold energy very rapidly lose energy through ionization of the air and
produce low-energy electrons. The low-energy electrons will then quickly attach
to air molecules in time τa . Therefore the charge density of the low-energy
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electrons can be calculated from [Dwyer et al., 2009]:
ρle
dρle
= −Jre l −
,
dt
τa

(3.18)

where l is the low-energy electron production rate with unit m−1 [Dwyer et al.,
2009; Dwyer and Babich, 2011]. Equation (3.18) has the general solution:

ρle (x, y, z, t) = −l

Z

∞
−∞

exp(−(t − t′′ )/τa ) · S(t − t′′ )Jre (x, y, z, t′′ )dt′′ .

(3.19)

The low-energy electrons will drift in the electric field for a distance d = vle τa .
This distance depends on the electric field strength and the ambient air density
and is typically on the order of a millimeter. Having the density of low energy
electrons, their current is:
Jle = vle ρle .

3.4

(3.20)

Simulation Results

In this section we will show the results of simulations of the RREA-EAS process
for a few examples of NBP measurements. The initial conditions for the simulations have been found by matching the theoretical model to the experimentally
measured data.
The background electrostatic field is one of the required input parameters
of the RREA-EAS model. In our simulations we have used a “predictioncorrection” method in order to find the field. We first find the background
electric field profile by matching a measured waveform from a CID event to a
simplified version the RREA-EAS model. The prediction, will then calculate
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the correct sferic using the most realistic thundercloud parameters as input to
the fully developed RREA-EAS model. Ultimately the simulated waveform can
give us the characteristics of the CID and the energy of the cosmic ray particle
that produced it.
In order to predict the electrostatic field, we have assumed that the only
significant term in the measured electric field pulse is the radiation term, and
the lateral and longitudinal diffusion are negligible.
The radiation term of the electric field produced by a current along the z
axis, measured on the ground is (e.g. Uman [2001]):

Erad (D, t) = −

Z

H2
H1

sin2 θ ∂j(z, t − R/c)
dz,
c2 R
∂t

(3.21)

where R is the radial distance of point z, along the discharge channel, from the
observation point, H1 and H2 are the initial and final heights of the current
pulse, and θ is the angle between the radial distance R and the horizon. In
the lowest order approximation of the RREA-EAS model we assume a radiative
point source. The source is moving along the z axis and at the retarded time
t − R/c it has the following form:
j(z, t − R/c) = J(t − R/c)δ(z − vre × (t − R/c)).

(3.22)

Substituting the above Equation (3.22) into the radiation field Equation (3.21),
the point source current can be derived as:

J(t − R/c) =

Z

0

t

c2 R
Erad (D, t′ )dt′ .
sin2 θ
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(3.23)

This can be transformed to the source time as:

J(t) =

Z

t+R/c
0

c2 R
Erad (D, t′ )dt′ .
sin2 θ

(3.24)

On the other hand, from the RREA-EAS theory we know that the total current
of electrons is:
J(t) = vre ρre (t) + vle ρle (t).

(3.25)

In the limit τa << λ/vre due to the same distribution of low-energy electrons
and runaway electrons, from Dwyer et al. [2009] we have

J(t) = (1 + lvle τa )vre ρre (t).

(3.26)

The speed of low energy electrons, vle , and their attachment time depend on
the air density and electric field inside the cloud. It can be calculated from:

vle = µE,

(3.27)

where µ is the mobility of electrons and E is the electrostatic field inside the
cloud. For our simulations, we have used the theoretical model in Morrow and
Lowke [1997] presented for the attachment time and mobility of electrons in air.
For the simplest model of the runaway electrons, the charge density has the
following exponential form:

ρre (t) = ρ0 exp(
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Z

t
0

vre dt′
).
λ(t′ )

(3.28)

The time dependence of the current, J(t), can then be written as

J(t) = (1 + lvle τa )vre ρ0 exp(

Z

t
0

vre dt′
),
λ(t′ )

(3.29)

where λ(t) is the avalanche e-folding length. Simplifying Equation (3.29), substituting the current from equation (3.24) into it, and using the e-folding length
equation (3.8), the electric field inside the thundercloud can be derived by:
(

E(z) = 7300[kV ]



R Erad (t + R/c)
vre

Z

t
0

R Erad (t′ + R/c)dt′



)

+ Eth × δ(z − vre t)[kV /m].
(3.30)

Equation (3.30) is the non-relativistic version of the equation derived in Dwyer
et al. [2009]. Non-relativistic regime is a valid assumption since the observer is
very far from the source and the direction of the source to the observer is almost
perpendicular to the direction of the current propagation. Knowing the electrostatic electric field inside the thundercloud, we can simulate the RREA-EAS
process using the theory that includes almost all the physical characteristics
that contribute to this process.
Following on the prediction-correction method, we will use the electric field
from equation (3.30) to find the current pulse for the more detailed model
of equations (3.15),(3.17), and (3.5). This will be the correction part of the
method. The radiation electric field, Ez , from the current pulse can then be
calculated using the model for an arbitrary current along a vertically-oriented
finite antenna above a conducting plane described in Uman et al. [1975] and
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Table 3.1: Parameters of three CIDs recorded at the Lightning Observatory in
Gainesville, Florida in 2008.

Event ID

Horizontal distance
to the antenna
D (km)

Source
altitude
h (km)

Inclined distance
to the antenna
R (km)

68
64
36

19
16
8.9

71
66
37

082308 163
082308 164
091108 175

compared with the observations as a consistency test:
1 Z H2 2 − 3 sin2 θ Z t
[
·
j(z, t′ − R/c)dt′ dz
2πǫ0 H1
R3
0
Z H2
sin2 θ ∂j(z, t − R/c)
2 − 3 sin2 θ
j(z,
t
−
R/c)dz
−
dz].
cR2
c2 R
∂t
H1

Ez (x′ , y ′ , 0, t) =
+

Z

H2
H1

In this equation, R =

q

(3.31)

(x′ )2 + (y ′ )2 + (z)2 is the distance from the observa-

tion point to dz. The three terms in equation (3.31) are referred to as the
electrostatic, induction, and radiation terms, respectively.
Finally, by matching the simulation results to the observational data, we can
find the RREA-EAS model parameters and the corresponding main properties
of the NBP sources.

3.4.1

Comparison with Observations

We have used the data for three CIDs acquired at the Lightning Observatory
in Gainesville, FL, in 2008, which are part of the database consisting of 157
events examined by Nag et al. [2010], in order to test the RREA-EAS model.
Table 3.1 shows the properties of these events. Since the pulses due to these
events are all PNBPs in the physics sign convention, the electrostatic field in
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the cloud is assumed to be downward with electrons as charge carriers moving
upward. In the classical picture of a thundercloud, this physical situation can
happen between the main negative and the main positive charge centers of the
cloud.
NBP ID 082308 163 was a positive NBP and its source was located at 19
km altitude. It was detected by a ground based antenna at a distance of 71
km from the source. The measured source height in our simulations has been
defined as the altitude at the end of the avalanche region. The magnitude of the
electrostatic field inside the cloud, required for this event, can be calculated by
the prediction process described in equation (3.30). For this event, the transform
would result in a field shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2 shows the thundercloud field required to produce the sferic according to the RREA-EAS model. The current due to runaway electrons is
calculated using equations (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17). The current due to the low
energy electrons, which trail the runaway electrons, is calculated using equations
(3.18) and (3.19). Utilizing all these equations, we next simulate the outcome
of NBP measurements. Figure 3.3 shows the current pulse produced by the
RREA-EAS process. It has a much smaller width (about 200 ns) than the current pulse in the TL model. This is expected since in the RREA-EAS model
electrons have a much smaller spatial distribution than in the TL model seen
in Figure 3.1. Finally, Figure 3.4 shows the comparison of our model prediction with the data. Note that the negative peak of the simulated pulse is a
bit smaller than the measured one. This is due to the approximation we made
in our prediction method. In our approximation we ignored the longitudinal
diffusion of electrons. However, this has not been ignored in the correction part
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Figure 3.2: Thundercloud electrostatic field versus altitude (black curve) required for our RREA-EAS model to match NBP ID 082308 163. The red line
shows the RREA threshold field.
of the model. When electrons travel from a region with a field higher than the
RREA threshold electric field to a region with a field lower than the threshold,
the longitudinal diffusion of the electrons resist any sharp fall in the current
pulse. Slower fall in the current pulse would result in a smaller negative peak
in the radiation electric field.
The energy of the primary cosmic ray can be calculated from the current
pulse produced by the RREA-EAS process (similar to Dwyer et al. [2009]). The
number of air shower particles is related to the energy of the primary cosmic
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Figure 3.3: RREA-EAS model predicted current pulse that produced NBP ID
082308 163.
ray through the empirical relation [Gaisser, 1990] :
NEAS ∼ 5 × 10−2 E01.1 ,

(3.32)

where E0 is the energy of the cosmic ray measured in GeV. On the other hand,
Dwyer [2008] showed that due to the relativistic feedback mechanism of runaway electrons, there is an upper limit on the avalanche multiplication factor,
exp(ξ) < 105 . ξ is the size of the avalanche region in the unit of the number of
avalanche lengths. This relation shows that the number of generated electrons
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of measured E-field waveform to the results from
RREA-EAS model simulation.
from each air shower seed particle is less than 105 . Using these two empirical
relations we can find the minimum energy of the primary cosmic ray for any
number of avalanche electrons:

E0 >



Ne
5 × 10−2 × 105

1/1.1

[GeV ],

(3.33)

where Ne is the total number of electrons at the end of the avalanche region. The
number of electrons, Ne can be calculated using the magnitude of the current
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Table 3.2: RREA-EAS model predicted parameters for three CIDs listed in
Table 3.1.

Event ID
082308 163
082308 164
091108 175
∗

Initial Cosmic
Ray Energy
ECR (eV )

Electrostatic
Field Peak
(MV/m)

Discharge
Channel
Length(km)

6.06 × 1021
6.26 × 1021
4.40 × 1021

2.36
1.18
0.53

13.21
13.32
7.88

Peak
Current Discharge
(kA)
Speed
502
666
554

0.89c∗
0.89c
0.89c

c is the speed of light.

at the end of the avalanche region:

Ne (z) =

Z

∞
0

J(z, t′ )S(z − vre t′ ) ′
dt ,
e

(3.34)

where S(z − vre t′ ) is the step function:



 1

S(z − vre t′ ) = 


 0

z − vre t′ > 0

,

(3.35)

′

z − vre t < 0

and e is the charge of an electron. The minimum cosmic ray energy required
to produce a pulse similar to NBP ID 082308 163, is about 6.06 × 1021 eV (see
Table 3.2). This is too high an energy for any incoming cosmic ray particle. We
will talk more about this in the discussion section.
We also tested the RREA-EAS model for two more measurements listed in
Table 3.1. The observed characteristics of these pulses, NBP ID 082308 164
and 091108 175, are given in Table 3.1. Figures 3.5 and 3.8 show the required
sea level equivalent electric field inside the thundercloud based on the RREAEAS theory. The required electrostatic fields are again found from the same
prediction process used before. The multi-peak electrostatic field for NBP ID
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091108 175, shows how the electric field inside the thundercloud should approximately look like for the case of the NBPs with multiple secondary peaks
(oscillations). Nag and Rakov [2009, 2010a] interpreted these multiple peaks in
terms of bouncing current pulses in a conductive channel. The corresponding
current pulses are shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.9. Figure 3.6 is the current pulse
for NBP ID 082308 164 and Figure 3.9 is for NBP ID 091108 175. The current
pulses include the realistic contributions of both attachment and diffusion inside the thundercloud. The model-predicted radio pulses are overlaid with the
actual measurements in Figures 3.7 and 3.10. The minimum energies of the
primary cosmic ray for these two events have also been estimated and given in
Table 3.2.

3.5

Discussion and Conclusions

Although our RREA-EAS model results can be forced to match the radio observations, the inferred thunderstorm and cosmic ray properties are probably
not realistic. The primary cosmic rays required by the RREA-EAS must have
energies which have not been observed before. Based on our simulations, the
minimum energy of the cosmic ray should be about ∼ 1021 eV. These energies
are much higher than the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin limit for cosmic rays from
distant sources (∼ 1020 eV).The spectrum of the cosmic rays on Earth with
energies higher than 3 ×106 GeV, can be estimated by the following analytical
expression [Berezinskii et al., 1984]:
Ic.r. (E) = 3 × 10−10 (E(GeV )/106 )−2.1 particles/cm2 s sr
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(3.36)
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Figure 3.5: RREA-EAS model predicted electrostatic Field inside thundercloud
for NBP ID 082308 164.
Using this equation we can see that the occurrence of a cosmic ray particle
with the energy of about 1021 eV during a thunderstorm of the size 100 km2 , is
one particle for every 67 years. In case of weaker NBPs, the frequency of the
cosmic ray particles with energies of about one order of magnitude smaller, 1020
eV, is about one particle in every 6 months. These occurrence frequencies are
much less than the frequency of the observation of NBPs which can be several or
more per storm (see Lü et al. [2013] for a recent review). Moreover, RREA-EAS
probably requires nonphysical or at least extremely high electric fields inside the
thundercloud.
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Figure 3.6: RREA-EAS model predicted current pulse that produced NBP ID
082308 164.
We also found different values for some previously known properties of NBEs.
The speed of the electrical discharge in the RREA-EAS process is the same for
all CIDs and is about 0.89c, where c is the speed of light. This is close to the
upper bound of the range reported by other researchers (see Nag and Rakov
[2010a] and references therein). A different value for the speed of the discharge
could also affect other inferred characteristics of CIDs, such as the length of the
discharge channel. It has been inferred that the length of discharge channels for
CIDs are less than 1 km [Smith et al., 1999; Nag and Rakov, 2010a]. However,
based on our results, at least for the three simulation cases we have presented
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of a measured E-field waveform with the results from
RREA-EAS model simulation.
here, the discharge channel lengths were about 13.2 km, 13.3 km, and 7.88 km
(see Table 3.2). These lengths are on the order of the size of a thundercloud
and are too long even for normal intracloud discharges (vertical extent only).
Another discrepancy between our RREA-EAS results and the results from
other models is the maximum discharge current. It has been estimated by the
TL model that the electric discharge current pulse in a CID would reach the
maximum of a few hundreds of kiloAmperes [Nag and Rakov, 2010b, Figure 7].
In our simulations, the electric discharge current peaks are all in excess of 500
kA (see Table 3.2), which are larger than previously estimated values. Such a
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Figure 3.8: RREA-EAS model predicted electrostatic field inside the thundercloud for NBP ID 091108 175.
disparity could be explained by the fact that in most CID models the current
moment is the measurable property and the actual magnitude of the currents
could have different values, depending on assumed channel lengths. The 30-100
kA value of peak current [Gurevich et al., 2004] was based on having a wide
current pulse over a short distance in space. However, in the RREA-EAS model,
we are dealing with a very sharp current pulse which travels a long distance in
space. Both of these views would result in the same current moment change.
As a final note, Gurevich et al. [2004] mistakenly uses the statistical data
of the fall+rise time (not the total time) of NBPs mentioned in Smith et al.
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Figure 3.9: RREA-EAS model predicted current pulse that produced NBP ID
091108 175.
[2002] as the total duration of the signal for these events in order to show that
the RREA-EAS process is the underlying mechanism for CIDs. NBPs have a
total duration of 10-30 µs [Smith et al., 1999, 2002; Nag et al., 2010]. The
fall+rise time defined in Smith et al. [2002] is the time duration of the first
half-cycle in the bipolar pulse. The total (characteristic) time scale of discharge
and pulse duration in a RREA-EAS process is the sum of the “attachment”
time of low energy electrons, and the “e-folding” rise and then fall times of
runaway electrons. The maximum attachment time at 13 km in the atmosphere
is a bit more than 3 µs [Morrow and Lowke, 1997]. The e-folding time of
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of a measured E-field waveform with the results from
RREA-EAS model simulation.
runaway electrons depends on the electric field in addition to the height of the
discharge. For the sea level equivalent electric field of 280-350 kV/m at 13 km
altitude, the e-folding time is about 2.5-4.5 µs. So the total characteristic time
scale of discharge and pulse duration is about 5.5-7.5 µs. This is appreciably
smaller than the correct total duration of NBPs of 10-30 µs. Note that this
is in contrast with the result in Gurevich et al. [2004], which suffers from the
mistake mentioned above.
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Chapter 4
The Energy Spectrum of X-rays
from Rocket-triggered Lightning
4.1

Introduction

Energetic radiation from thunderstorms and lightning became widely accepted
in recent years [Moore et al., 2001; Dwyer et al., 2003]. These emissions are
produced in the strong electric fields near the descending leader tip for dart,
dart-stepped, stepped, and chaotic leaders, as well as during the attachment
process in lightning. The X-rays are often observed to arrive in short (less than
1 µs) bursts in association with the step formation for dart-stepped and stepped
leaders. For dart leaders and chaotic leaders the X-ray emission can be very
bright for the last few microseconds before the return stroke and appears to be
more continuous than the dart-stepped and stepped leaders [Moore et al., 2001;
Dwyer et al., 2003, 2005].
Even though there has been a lot of progress in characterizing the properties
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of X-rays from lightning, the physical mechanism underlying these emissions
and the nature of the source regions are still ambiguous. The Cold Runaway
Electron (CRE) mechanism [Gurevich, 1961; Dwyer, 2004; Moss et al., 2006]
is the favored model for the production of X-rays from lightning leaders. This
mechanism neither requires an external source of energetic seed particles, nor
a large-scale electric field that extends for some tens to hundreds of meters in
space. However, it is not exactly clear how and where lightning can produce the
very strong electric field required for the CRE mechanism. Such high fields may
exist at streamer heads or leader tips [Moss et al., 2006; Cooray et al., 2009b,a;
Celestin and Pasko, 2011].
It has also been suggested that the Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanche
(RREA) mechanism could produce X-rays from lightning [Gurevich et al., 1992].
RREA requires much smaller electric fields than the CRE mechanism, but it
also requires an external source of energetic seed particles and a moderately
strong field that extends for tens to hundreds of meters. However, previous
analysis of the energy spectra and fluence of X-ray from lightning has shown
that RREA may not be the underlying mechanism for the production of X-rays
from lightning in most cases [Dwyer, 2004], although it might still be possible
in some cases [Babich et al., 2013; Dwyer et al., 2013; Mallick et al., 2012].
Unlike in CRE, the energy spectrum of runaway electrons in RREA reaches
a steady state once the avalanche develops over a few avalanche lengths. Note
that the number of runaway electrons grows exponentially as the avalanche
continues, but the shape of their energy spectrum stays the same after only a
few avalanche lengths. This is because of the creation of new electrons, mainly
via Møller scattering, which results in an exponential energy spectrum.
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One of the main properties of the RREA spectrum is that the average (characteristic) energy is 7.3 MeV for most physical situations. In contrast, the
spectrum of runaway electrons in CRE could have any shape with any average
energy as long as the energy is less than 7.3 MeV. Otherwise, if the CRE provides the seeds for RREAs, then the overall spectrum would become that of the
RREA.
Because CRE and RREA produce two different spectra of X-ray photons,
knowing the spectrum of lightning X-rays would help us decide which one is
the underlying mechanism for producing X-rays from lightning and it gives us
a better understanding of the electric field structure at the end of the lightning channel. Therefore, we have developed a new ground-based spectrometer
specifically designed for the detection of high-energy photons from lightning. In
this chapter, we present the observational results from this new instrument and
the important physical insights we have gained.
In the following sections, we will first present the new instrument constructed
at Florida Tech during the spring of 2012 specifically for determination of the
X-ray spectrum from lightning. We then present the data collected during the
summer of 2012, the analysis performed on the data, and finally the concluding
remarks regarding the possible source of runaway electrons in lightning leaders.

4.2

Instrumentation

Atmospheric Radiation Imagery and Spectroscopy (ARIS) is an experiment designed for the detailed investigation of high energy radiation from leaders in
rocket-triggered and natural lightning. The experiment includes a newly up58

graded energetic radiation pinhole camera with spectroscopy capabilities, ARISX, and a dedicated energetic radiation spectrometer, ARIS-S. A report of observations by ARIS-X have been reported by Dwyer et al. [2011]. ARIS-S, also referred to as the spectrometer, is specifically designed to investigate the spectrum
of X-rays and gamma-rays radiated from individual leaders in rocket-triggered
and natural lightning.
ARIS-S and ARIS-X are both installed at the International Center for Lightning Research and Testing (ICLRT), at Camp Blanding, Florida. Both of these
instruments use the central triggering and data collection system used at ICLRT.
This way, it is possible for these instruments to work in collaboration with all
the other on-going experiments at ICLRT.

4.2.1

Design

The ARIS-S spectrometer is made of seven PhotoMultiplier Tubes (PMTs) with
NaI scintillators attached to them. The cylindrical NaI/PMT detectors have a
radius of 7.6 cm and the scintillators are 7.6 cm thick. The seven detectors
have variable shielding of PVC, steel, and/or lead around them. Table 4.1 gives
the list of attenuator shielding on each detector. Figure 4.1 is the schematic of
the inside of the spectrometer showing the location of the detectors relative to
each other. The detectors are contained inside a 1/8′′ (0.32 cm) thick aluminum
housing to shield the instruments from moisture and light. The aluminum box
is made of a top lid and a bottom section. The lid slides over the bottom
of the box like a shoebox. The box allows X-rays with energies down to 30
keV to reach the detectors from all directions while also acting as a shielding
for the instrument from external static and RF noise. All seven detectors are
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Table 4.1: List of the shieldings around each detector.
Tube
1
2
(
3
4
5
6
7

Shielding
N o Shielding (Bare)
0.2385′′ Steel
0.035′′ P b
(N o Shielding prior to Aug 10, 2012)
0.2385′′ Steel + 0.125′′ P b
0.238′′ Steel + 0.25′′ P b
0.2385′′ Steel + 0.5′′ P b
0.2385′′ Steel + 1′′ P b

powered using a 12 V battery, and signals from the detectors are recorded by
two “WaveRunner 6 Zi” oscilloscopes connected to NaI/PMTs through 7.62 m
of BNC cables. The responses of the detectors were calibrated using the 662
keV gamma-ray signals from a Cs-137 radioactive source placed temporarily on
top of the spectrometer box.
The spectrometer is located at the horizontal distance of 26 m and the radial
distance of 27.12 m from the rocket launcher used to trigger lightning. The data
are acquired when the system is triggered, either when the incident current
measured from rocket-triggered lightning exceeds a threshold of about 5 kA, or
when two optical sensors located at the northeast and southwest corners of the
ICLRT site are simultaneously triggered owing to on-site natural lightning. The
data are recorded with 16 bit resolution and a sampling rate of 250 MHz.
In the following section we present a few examples of the data collected
during the course of its operation in the summer of 2012.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the inside view of the ARIS-S/Spectrometer with
relative location of variable shielding detectors to each other.

4.2.2

Observation

The spectrometer was fully operational starting June 27, 2012. From this day
until the end of the 2012 ICLRT experimental season, ARIS-S recorded eight
successful rocket-triggered lightning events with data from a total of 48 return
strokes. Figure 4.2 shows an example of an X-ray waveform from a typical set
of data collected in 2012. The rocket-triggered event for this data was followed
by thirteen return strokes. This figure shows the detected X-rays produced by
a dart leader preceding the sixth return stroke. At the time of this event, there
was no shielding on detector number three, which was added later.
Time zero is the time of the beginning of the sixth return stroke. On the
vertical axes, we have converted the signal amplitudes (V) to energy (keV)
using the instrument response values for each detector, found by its response to
gamma-rays from a Cs-137 radioactive source.
We have performed a noise-reduction procedure on all the data collected
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Figure 4.2: Example of the waveform data from all the detectors for one of the
typical data sets collected by our instrument.
by the detectors. The procedure includes Fourier transforming each waveform,
cutting out the high-frequency amplitudes, and finally performing the inverse
Fourier transform on the masked waveform in the frequency domain. By doing
so, we obtain very clean and noise-free waveforms such as shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.3 shows the initial 4 µs of the bare tube waveform from Figure 4.2
before, and after the noise-reduction procedure. Fitting each detectors Cs-137
response to a noise-free waveform significantly enhances the accuracy of the
deposited energy calculation.
During the course of our experiments, we collected X-ray pulses from all possible leader types in rocket-triggered lightning. Figure 4.4 shows more examples
of detected X-rays preceding different types of leaders. Having such a wide variety of data helps us draw a more generalized conclusion on runaway electron
production in leaders. It also helps us categorize different types of spectra for
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Figure 4.3: Initial 4 µs of the bare tube waveform from Figure 4.2 with and
without noise.
different types of leaders.
In order to interpret the data, we need to determine the response of the instrument to photons with different energies. The response matrix is found using
a computer simulation of the instrument for beams of energetic particles with
different energies. In the following section, we explain the details of modeling
the spectrometer and analyzing its collected data.

4.3

Data Analysis and Modeling

The energy spectrum of incident photons entering a detector is related to the
total deposited energy on that detector, εtot , through the following relation:

εtot = A

XX
i

j
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Rij εj fi ∆εi ,

(4.1)

Event ID: UF 12−53, Stroke #:4 (Dart−Stepped Leader)
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Figure 4.4: Additional examples of detected X-rays preceding different types of
leader activities.
where fi is the value of the differential spectrum function (number of photons/unit energy) for photons with energy εi , A is the normalization constant, and Rij
is the ijth element of the Detector Response Matrix (DRM). The DRM shows
the performance of the instrument, and each of its elements, Rij , represents the
probability of a photon with energy εj , being measured between εi to εi + ∆εi .
The true energy spectrum function fi often cannot be found by the deconvolution process in Equation (4.1). Most of the time, the inversion of DRM is
not stable and a unique answer cannot be found. The common procedure to
find the input spectrum is to assume a model with some assumptions on its
shape and then propagate it forward in Equation (4.1) and see how well it fits
the data. We follow this procedure below.
The first step is to find the DRM for each of our seven detectors. We
investigated the performance of the spectrometer and found the DRM using
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the SoftWare for Optimization of Radiation Detectors (SWORD). The SWORD
program uses the GEANT4 libraries with a modified low energy hadronic physics
list. The instrument was fully simulated in the software with all the details and
the exact dimensions. The efficiency of each individual NaI/PMT detector was
then found simulating several mono-energetic beams from an overhead source,
with energies ranging from 30 keV to 20 MeV, into each of them. The energies
of the beams were in constant log-spaced intervals with 16 different energy
beams for each decade of log-scale intervals. The beams only covered the NaI
scintillator area on each detector. We also included the contribution to the
efficiency from the scattering of gamma-rays off of neighboring elements. The
energy resolution of the instrument was derived directly from the DRM to be
5.3% and lower for photons with energies at 1.5 MeV and higher.
Second, we measure the total deposited energy from all X-ray pulses on each
detector. The X-ray pulses seen in the data are often the result of the arrival
of many individual photons. X-rays are in discrete pulses lasting less than 1 µs
in duration. We use the detector response to the Cs-137 pulse as a template
pulse. The deposited energy during an X-ray pulse is then calculated by fitting
a series of template pulses to the noise-free waveform and summing over the
amplitude of all pulses. Finally, we use a calibration coefficient to convert the
waveform amplitudes (in Volts) to energy values (in eV). The coefficient is found
by measuring the amplitude of the detector response pulse to a single Cs-137
662 keV gamma-ray photon made by temporarily placing the source on top
of the instrument box. After finding the total deposited energy of all X-ray
pulses preceding each individual return stroke on each detector, we calculate
the average deposited energy per return stroke, for all return strokes.
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Table 4.2: List of leader type designation for the events analyzed in this study.
Event ID
UF 12-35
UF 12-35
UF 12-35
UF 12-35
UF 12-35
UF 12-35
UF 12-35
UF 12-35
UF 12-35
UF 12-35
UF 12-42
UF 12-42
UF 12-42
UF 12-42
UF 12-42
UF 12-42
UF 12-43
UF 12-43
UF 12-43
UF 12-43
UF 12-43
UF 12-45
UF 12-45

Stroke #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
1
2

Leader type
Dart
Dart
Chaotic Dart
Dart
Dart
Dart
Dart-Stepped
Chaotic Dart
Dart-Stepped
Chaotic Dart
Chaotic Dart
Dart
Chaotic Dart
Dart
Dart-Stepped
Dart-Stepped
Dart
Dart-Stepped
Dart
Dart
Dart-Stepped
Dart
Chaotic Dart

Event ID
UF 12-51
UF 12-51
UF 12-51
UF 12-51
UF 12-51
UF 12-51
UF 12-51
UF 12-51
UF 12-51
UF 12-53
UF 12-53
UF 12-53
UF 12-53
UF 12-53
UF 12-54
UF 12-54
UF 12-54
UF 12-54
UF 12-55
UF 12-55
UF 12-55
UF 12-55
UF 12-55
UF 12-55
UF 12-55

Stroke #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Leader type
Dart
Chaotic Dart
Chaotic Dart
Chaotic Dart
Chaotic Dart
Dart-Stepped
Dart-Stepped
Dart
Dart-Stepped
Dart
Dart-Stepped
Dart
Dart-Stepped
Dart
Dart
Dart
Chaotic Dart
Dart
Dart
Dart-Stepped
Dart
Chaotic Dart
Dart
Dart-Stepped
Dart

The third and final step is to assume a model for the energy spectrum. We
assumed and compared three simple models for the shape of the spectra: powerlaw model, exponential model, and power-law with exponential cut-off model.
Finally, we used the DRM and the “least squares” method to find the best
empirical input spectrum function to match the data. We start this procedure
by finding the average X-ray spectrum for all types of possible rocket-triggered
leaders including dart leader, chaotic dart leader, and dart-stepped leaders.
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Table 4.2 shows the list of the events and the corresponding leader type for each
stroke that was analyzed in this study. We have only included the deposited
energies from unsaturated X-ray pulses. Due to the small distance from our
instrument to the lightning channel, the detectors with less shielding often get
saturated during the time periods of high radiation intensity. In order to find
the most reliable empirical spectrum function, we have considered only the
data prior to the onset of saturation in each leader. Comparing the theoretical
deposited energies from the above mentioned three spectrum models, we found
that a power-law spectrum with the spectral index of λ = 2.91 ± 0.04 provides
the best fit (smallest χ2 ) to our data:
fX−rays ∝ ε−λ .

(4.2)

Figure 4.5 shows the predicted deposited energies from the power-law model (red
line) fitted to the average deposited energies per return stroke (black squares)
measured from all types of leaders. The vertical axis is the deposited energy
on each detector. The measured deposited energy on each detector, εobs , is
the average of deposited energies from all X-ray pulses, per each return stroke,
in all the events. The horizontal axis is the tube’s number in the order of
their shielding thickness. The error bars on the energies for each detector were
calculated using the following equation (See Appendix C for detailed derivation):

err = εtot ·

2
(2εtot εobs + σtot
)±

q

2
) − 4ε2tot ε2obs
(2εtot εobs + σtot

2ε2tot

.

(4.3)

Figure 4.6 shows the predicted deposited energies if we assume an exponential
function for the spectrum. It can be seen that the resultant energies are not
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Figure 4.5: Theoretical deposited energies of X-rays from all types of leaders
with the empirical power-law function spectrum (red line) fitted to the measured
average deposited energies per return stroke (black squares).
close to our data and the χ2 value is very large (equal to 115.59).
We also repeated the procedure to find the average spectrum for different
types of leaders. For the case of the dart-stepped leaders, we found that again,
a power-law function would best express the energy spectrum of their X-rays.
Figure 4.7 shows how well the theoretical deposited energies from a power-law
spectrum would match the energies measured on our detectors when we only
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Figure 4.6: Theoretical deposited energies of X-rays from all types of leaders
with the empirical exponential function spectrum (red line) fitted to the measured average deposited energies per return stroke (black squares).
include dart-stepped leaders. The spectral index for dart-stepped leaders is

λ = 2.52 ± 0.08.

(4.4)

For dart leaders and chaotic-dart leaders, it turns out that only a power-law
model does not provide a good fit to our data. A power-law with an exponential
cut-off would best represent the X-ray spectrum for this type of leader. The
empirical function for these types of leaders with the spectral index of λ =
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Figure 4.7: Predicted deposited energies on the detectors, from a power-law Xray spectrum model, fitted to the measured energies of photons collected only
from dart-stepped leaders.
2.90 ± 0.05 and characteristic energy of γ = 840±80 keV is:
fX−rays ∝

e−ε/γ
.
ελ

(4.5)

Figure 4.8 shows the theoretical deposited energies of X-rays resulting from
Equation (4.5) and our measurements for only dart and chaotic-dart leaders.
We would like to reiterate that here we only considered unsaturated X-ray
pulses. Using unsaturated pulses provides more accurate results and smaller
values for the error bars on the measured deposited energies.
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Figure 4.8: Theoretical deposited energies on the detectors, from a power-law
with exponential cut-off X-ray model, fitted to the measured energies of photons
collected only from dart and chaotic-dart leaders.

4.4

Discussion

Having a large set of X-ray data has the great advantage of reducing the error in
our average deposited energies for all of our detectors. Using the accepted error
range of one sigma in the average deposited energies, we then found the empirical
functions for the spectrum of the X-rays produced by leaders in rocket-triggered
lightning. All the spectra we have considered are related to the photons, we have
not attempted to do any propagation back to the source electrons. However,
since these functions are all steeper than 1/ε, they must be roughly the same as
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the electron spectra. Figure 4.9 shows the comparison between different empirical spectrum functions found in this paper and some of the previously proposed
functions. The green curve is based on the maximum characteristic energy found
by Dwyer et al. [2004], and the olive green curve is based on the characteristic
energy found by Saleh et al. [2009]. Dwyer et al. [2004] used two thicknesses
of bronze attenuators, 1/8′′ and 1/2′′ , and a bare tube. Saleh et al. [2009] used
the radial distribution of detected X-rays on the Thunderstorm Energetic Radiation Array (TERA). Although these two studies did not determine the exact
form of the spectrum, we followed Saleh et al. [2009] and used the RREA-like
exponential form in order to compare our results with previous findings. The
dashed lines in this figure show the sensitivity limits of our instrument. The
starting points of the dashed lines correspond to the maximum energy that we
are sensitive to.
Also in Figure 4.9, it can be seen that the actual measured spectrum falls
off much faster than the theoretical spectrum from the RREA. RREA suggests
that the X-rays from leaders in lightning have the characteristic energy of 7.3
MeV. In our data, we never observed leader X-ray photons with energies above
1.5 MeV. Although this property could be in part due to the low (below 10
percent) sensitivity of our instrument to photons with higher energies, it is still
consistent with the production of runaway electrons from cold runaway. In
CRE, due to the short scale avalanche regions [Babich, 2003; Bakhov et al.,
2000], the runaway electrons barely gain energies of more than a few MeV
from the background electric field. Additionally, the power-law dependence of
the energy determines that there is no characteristic energy for leader X-rays.
Again in contrast to the RREA, in general there is no theoretical characteristic
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between different empirical spectral functions found in
this study and some of the previously proposed functions.
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energy in CRE. However, this does not mean that for a specific event there is
no characteristic energy. The incoming X-ray photons could have any average
energy [Babich, 2003] depending on the geometry and the amplitude of the
electric field at the source of runaway electrons.
Comparing the spectra of the dart-stepped leaders to that of the dart and
chaotic-dart leaders show that although they are very similar, dart-stepped
leaders have a harder spectrum with a lower population of low-energy photons.
This could be because of the fact that although the processes that produce the
X-rays in these types of leaders are very similar, the electric field range that
produce them are significantly different. From the spectrum, we can see that
possibly the electric field at the leader tips (i.e., the potential difference in the
high-field region) at the source of the runaway electrons is larger than that of the
dart-stepped leaders. This shows that the magnitude of the field at the leader
tips may play a role in the stepping process of lightning, i.e., leaders with high
electric field at their tips are more probable to step when the charge is being
transferred from the clouds to the ground. If this is correct, it can assist in the
understanding and modeling of the underlying mechanism for leader formation
and their stepping characteristics.
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Chapter 5
In situ Measurement of
Energetic Electron Flux Inside
Thunderclouds
5.1

Introduction

Initiation of lightning inside thunderclouds is one of the greatest problems in
atmospheric physics. Decades of in situ electric field measurements from inside
thunderclouds have never yet measured electric fields close the conventional
breakdown threshold for spark initiation, even when the effects of precipitation, presence of water particles, and reduced air density is included [Rakov
and Uman, 2007]. The maximum measured electric field is about one third
of the breakdown value Ek = 3 × 106 V/m×Nair for dry air [Raether, 1964;
MacGorman and Rust, 1998; Marshall et al., 2005; Stolzenburg et al., 2007]. It
has been suggested that the presence of hydrometeors (water and ice particles)
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may reduce the initiation threshold to the observed values [Crabb and Latham,
1974; Griffiths and Latham, 1974; Liu et al., 2012]. This value is close to the
required value for the the initiation of runaway electron avalanches. Observation of gamma rays (from bremsstrahlung scattering of runaway electrons) from
thunderstorms suggests that probably the electric field in some part of the cloud
is strong enough to initiate and develop streamers. Streamers are the first step
in the lightning initiation sequence. In this regard, detailed observations of energetic radiation (e.g., gamma-ray glows, Terrestrial Gamma ray Flashes) is a
great tool to understand the electric field structure of thunderclouds. Using the
energetic radiation from lightning to remotely infer the electric field also has
the advantage that the instruments (e.g., balloon or aircraft) do not need to be
exposed to the high-field region. This could be very crucial since the presence of
an instrument in the high field region of the thundercloud may limit the maximum electric field by artificially triggering a discharge. However, there has not
been many dedicated observational and theoretical studies of gamma-ray glows
so far.

5.2

Gamma-ray Glows

“Gamma-ray glows” are gamma ray emissions from thunderclouds that usually last from seconds to minutes and they terminate with the occurrence of a
lightning flash. They were first observed by Parks et al. [1981] and McCarthy
and Parks [1985] using NaI scintillation detectors on-board NASA F-106 jets.
McCarthy and Parks [1985] concluded that these emissions have a longer time
scale than normal lightning flashes and they are terminated by nearby light76

ning. Figure 5.1 shows the first airborne observation of high-energy radiation
associated with thunderstorms, and Figure 5.2 shows observation of gamma-ray
glows with energies greater than 110 keV. The gradual nature of these glows
while they are active and their abrupt termination due to lightning is seen from
this figure.

Figure 5.1: Observations of X-ray excesses from a NASA/University of Washington flight in 1981. From Parks et al. [1981].
Later on, Eack and collaborators [Eack et al., 1996a,b, 2000] performed
multiple balloon measurements from inside thunderstorms with simultaneous
measurements from scintillators and electric field sensors. They observed one
hard X-ray glow with energies up to 120 keV at 4 km altitude inside a Mesoscale
Convective System (MCS) shown in Figure 5.3, one event with high X-ray flux
in an anvil at 14 km, and three ∼1 s glows at 15 km altitude, about 3 km above
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Figure 5.2: Observations of three X-ray excesses from a NASA/University of
Washington flight in 1983. The first two events are terminated by a nearby
lightning flash and a strike to the plane, respectively. The third event ends
gradually, possibly as the plane exits the region. From McCarthy and Parks
[1985].
an MCS. The background electric field for all these measurements where smaller
than the break-even field for runaway electrons. They also observed a similar
termination of glows with nearby lightning as Parks et al. [1981] and McCarthy
and Parks [1985].
In 2009, another airborne measurement of gamma-ray glows performed by
flying several plastic and NaI scintillators on the Gulfstream V jet operated by
NOAA for NSF over and next to active thunderstorm cells in Florida [Smith
et al., 2011a,b]. The instrument, called the Airborne Detector for Energetic
Lightning Emission (ADELE), observed one Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flash (TGF)
and 12 gamma-ray glows during passes over or near tops of active thunderstorm
cells [Smith et al., 2011a; Dwyer et al., 2012]. Figure 5.4 shows an example
of two gamma-ray glows observed by ADELE during a fly above two different
cells.
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Figure 5.3: Observation of a gamma-ray glow from inside an MCS (a) Complete
X-ray and electric-field soundings. Transients in the electric-field data due to
lightning flashes are indicated by an L. (b) Details of X-ray and electric-field
soundings near 4 km MCS. From Eack [1996].
In all of the airborne measurements of gamma-ray glows, there is a possibility that the duration of the glow was longer than the observation time. The
observed duration was always limited by the time that the instruments were
inside or near the thunderstorms. Ground measurements of gamma-ray glows
have also been recorded on high mountains [Alexeenko et al., 2002; Brunetti
et al., 2000; Chilingarian et al., 2010, 2012; Chilingarian and Mkrtchyan, 2012;
Chubenko et al., 2000, 2003; Torii et al., 2009; Tsuchiya et al., 2009] and in regions of Japan that thunderclouds have lower charge centers [Torii et al., 2002,
2011; Tsuchiya et al., 2007b, 2011].
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Figure 5.4: Gamma-ray glows observed by ADELE on a NCAR/NSF GV aircraft. From Dwyer et al. [2012].
From all of these measurements, both ground-based and airborne, it is clear
that gamma-ray glows are frequently produced in high-field regions of thunderclouds and have time scales on the order of seconds to minutes. It is possible
that glows last as long as the high-field region of the storm lasts. They can then
travel far from that region (e.g., few kilometers), allowing the presence of the
high-field region to be inferred without the need to actually enter it. However,
the exact frequency, conditions, and the production mechanism that produces
these energetic glows are still unknown. In order to address these question
and more questions regarding the initiation of lightning, we have launched a
balloon-borne campaign at Florida Tech to directly measure the flux of energetic electrons and photons from inside and near thunderclouds.

5.3

Theory

In Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4 we described how the relativistic feedback mechanism can greatly enhance the flux of a runaway electron avalanche produced
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from an electric field higher than the threshold field Eth from a seed particle
with kinetic energy εth . Inside a thundercloud, the flux of runaway electrons
increases as the cloud is charging up and its electric field is increasing. At some
point the the positive feedback from the positrons and gamma rays becomes
important and they enhance the flux of RREA [Dwyer, 2003]. It is possible
that a steady state configuration is reached for the case when the the feedback
factor γ ≈ 1 and the avalanche becomes self-sustaining. The production of
runaway electrons, and consequently gamma-ray photons from bremsstrahlung,
can then continue as long as the discharge current of electrons balances the
charging current of thunderstorms. The flux of runaway electrons is calculated
by Equation
FRF = S0 (t/τ ) exp(ξ),

(5.1)

where τ is a time duration of one feedback cycle, ξ is the number of e-folding
lengths, and S0 is the flux of initial seed particles (e.g., cosmic rays). τ and ξ
they both depend on the background electric field [Dwyer, 2007]. This mechanism is assumed to be the underlying mechanism for the production of gammaray glows [Dwyer et al., 2012]. Hence, runaway electron physics plays an important role in the electrification of thunderclouds and the lightning initiation
process. At the very least, runaway electrons probably play a significant role in
discharging thunderclouds and need to be considered when modeling thundercloud electrification. Moreover, the energy spectrum of the runaway electrons
from relativistic feedback is also the same as the RREA with average energy 7.3
MeV [Dwyer, 2012]:
fRF = fre = f0 exp(
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−ε
).
7.3M eV

(5.2)

This is because the relativistic feedback current consists of multiple RREAs that
travel hundreds of MV of potential difference which makes the characteristic
energy and the energy spectrum of the runaway electrons to be the same as
RREA. The energy spectrum extends up to at least several tens of MeV due to
large potential difference for relativistic feedback. So by in situ measurements
of the flux of runaway electrons or gamma ray photons from glows, we can learn
about the properties of the high-field regions where lightning initiates.

5.4

Instrumentation

In the Summer of 2013, we launched the Airborne Lightning and Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement (ALARM) campaign at Florida Tech to measure the
flux of energetic electrons and gamma-ray photons close to their sources, inside
and near thunderstorms. The electrons produced by the avalanche process are
quickly absorbed by air particles and cannot be measured using ground based
detectors. We have successfully developed and tested balloon payloads to remotely measure these radiations and send them to our newly developed ground
station. In the current campaign, we are mainly interested in observation of
seconds to minutes long energetic electron emission events. However, our detectors are also sensitive to gamma-rays and we measure those as well. Balloon
payloads include two Geiger counters with 3.3 mm thickness of lead shielding in
between them. Using a thin layer of lead we can distinguish between electrons
and gamma-rays, and find the vertical direction of any count rate enhancement
in our detectors. Count rate data is collected at 1 ms intervals, analyzed by
the on-board microcontroller, and stored on a primary microSD card on board.
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Data from the GPS, environmental sensors (barometer, accelerometer, gyroscope, and thermometer), and payload health monitoring sensors are all stored
on a secondary microSD card at 50 s intervals. Florida Tech is located next
to the ocean and it is very possible for the balloons’ payloads not to be recovered. Therefore, the data must also be transmitted during the flight. Data is
transmitted in real time to the ground station at a transmission rate of 115.2
kb/s. This would provide us a high resolution radiation profile over a relatively
large distance. Thunderclouds are very electromagnetically noisy environments.
Great care has been taken into account in order to have uncorrupted data for
the radiation count rate.
We analyze our in situ electron flux data using supplementary data such as
the Lightning Mapping Array (LMA), radar, and other meteorological data in
order to get more insight regarding the characteristics of the high-field region
where energetic radiation is initiated.

5.4.1

Design

Our strategy in designing our payloads was to develop inexpensive and expendable payloads that could be launched in large numbers into thunderstorms.
Figure 5.5 shows the schematic of the inside of our standard payloads. A standard payload weighs 2.1 lbs. It has two Geiger counters (Model: LND 72118,
Ne + Halogen gas filling, Length = 94.2 mm and D = 15.5 mm) connected
to a single high voltage unit (Model: PICO 12AVR600 producing 600 Volts at
the output). Geiger counters are well suited for directly measuring energetic
electrons and positrons and have the advantage of being lightweight and dependable. They are inexpensive, produce large signals, and they require low
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55mm x 35mm x 6mm
Transmitter pcboard

Figure 5.5: Schematics of the inside view of the standard payload box.
power.

Figure 5.6 shows the inside view of the detector box. A 3.3 mm lead

sheet is placed between the two Geiger counters in order to distinguish between
electrons/positrons and gamma ray photons. Figure 5.7 shows the response of
the detectors from GEANT3 modeling of a parallel beam of electrons or photons
perpendicular to the lead sheet. “Near” refers to the detector they encounter
first. The expected 100% efficiency to electrons is seen at high energies for the
near tube. At lower energies, some reverse bremsstrahlung and other effects
produce a slightly greater than 100% efficiency. The transparency of the lead
to electrons greater than 10 MeV is seen in the far (dashed) curve for electrons.
The near tube has an efficiency of about 1% to gamma-ray photons, and it is
much higher for the far tube at high energy. As a result, the ratio of the top
and bottom count rates from the two Geiger counters tells us whether we are
detecting gamma-rays or electrons/positrons (or some fraction of each) and tells
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Figure 5.6: Schematics of the inside view of the detectors box.
the direction of the electrons or positrons.
Figure 5.8 shows the schematic block diagram of the two detectors and the
payload electronics. For each counter, signal pulses are sent to the front-end
electronics, where they are differentiated to resolve pulses occurring close in
time, amplified, discriminated to suppress noise and produce digital pulses.
These digital pulses are counted with 8-bit IC counters (Model: STMicroelectronics M74HC590B1R). A microcontroller (Model: Arduino DUE) reads the
data from the two IC counter registers at 1 ms intervals and records the data
on a microSD memory card. A second microSD memory card records GPS data
(Model: Garmin 15x + GPS Antenna Model: Taoglas AA.107.301111) and data
from the Inertial-Measurement-Unit (IMU) at 50 s intervals, including 3 axes
accelerometer, 3 axes gyroscopic, 3 axes magnetic (compass), barometric pressure/altitude and temperature data (Model: Adafruit 10-DOF IMU Breakout).
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Figure 5.7: Geiger tubes response to a parallel beam of monoenergetic electrons
or gamma-ray photons perpendicular to the lead sheet.
In addition, the 1 ms count rates from the two Geiger counters (and GPS data)
are radio transmitted to the ground station with a 115.2 kbps data rate using
a 900 MHz Transmitter (Model: Digi XT09-SI). Finally, a Satellite Tracker
(Model: SPOT Trace) is used to locate and recover the payload.
As shown in Figure 5.5, the payload is placed within a styrofoam box (Model:
Polar Tech 22 3/4′′ × 10′′ × 8 3/4′′ Thermo Chill) connected to a parachute
(Model: Rocketman 4FT). Note that the styrofoam boxes float quite well allowing payloads to be successfully recovered from the ocean. The balloon (Model:
Kaymont 350 grams) has a diameter of 1.3 m at launch, and is hand launched
after being filled inside the Physics Department High Bay. The payload and
balloon follow all FAA regulations (FAA regulations Part 101, < 4 lbs.), and all
launches are done in coordination with local air traffic control.
The ground station, uses two 900 MHz patch antennas (Model: L-COM
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Figure 5.8: The block diagram of the detectors and the payload electronics.
HG908P-NF), which have 120 degrees of horizontal and 60 degrees of vertical coverage, and one 900 MHz Omni-directional antenna (Model: Lairdtech
FG8960), installed on the roof of the Physics Department, to track and receive
data from the balloons. This system is capable of tracking and receiving data
from up to 3 flights simultaneously, allowing us to launch multiple balloons into
a thunderstorm to map the radiation regions.
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5.4.2

Observations and Data Analysis

During the Fall of 2013, after multiple revisions of both the software and hardware, we successfully measured the background radiation profile as a function
of height. We had 4 balloon launches into fair weather conditions. The data retrieved during our balloon launches agreed well with theoretical predictions.
Figure 5.9b shows the total background radiation rate profile for the data
recorded during our launches on November 21st and December 2nd. The shaded
area corresponds to the theoretical predictions based on the vertical flux profile of cosmic ray components from Hillas [1972] shown in Figure 5.10 . Figure
5.9a shows the relative count rate of the charged particles as a function of the
atmospheric depth. The rate has been normalized to its value on ground.
In the Summer of 2014, we had five flights which four of them measured
gamma-ray glows from thunderstorms and at least one of them entered the
runaway electron source region. For the observation results presented in this
section, the count data were collected at 1 ms intervals and we used 50 s bin
sizes to calculate the count rate, unless mentioned otherwise.
Figure 5.11 shows the count rate data for the two detectors and the altitude
of the balloon for a launch on July 05, 2014 (UTC launch Time: 21:28:44).
During the flight, 45 minutes of data were telemetered to the Florida Tech
ground station. As can be seen in the figure, the rates from the two counters
agree and match the expected background rate below 2.5 km. Above 2.5 km,
the count rates rise to more than a factor of ten above background, increasing as
the balloon rose. During this increase, the top and bottom rates were the same,
indicating that the counters were recording gamma rays. In other words, the
balloon entered a region with a gamma-ray glow and the intensity of the glow
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Figure 5.9: Background radiation profile for the fair weather data recorded
during launches on November 21st and December 2nd (a) Relative count rate
profile. The rate has been normalized to its value on ground. (b) Comparison
to the theoretical predictions of the vertical flux of cosmic ray components by
Hillas [1972].
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Figure 5.10: Vertical flux of radiation components inside the atmosphere [Hillas,
1972].
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Figure 5.11: Launch July 05, 2014 (UTC launch Time: 21:28:44) count rate
data
increased as the balloon rose into the cloud. Then, starting at about 4.7 km, the
count rates suddenly increased further, with the rate from the top counter more
than a factor of 3 higher than the bottom counter. The arrow shows the 80
s−1 count rate enhancement above the background rate. From the efficiency of
the two detectors for electrons and gamma rays, this indicates that the balloon
entered the runaway electron beam, i.e., the source region of the gamma-ray
glow. As slightly above 5 km, the telemetry from the payload was abruptly
lost. This payload was never recovered. We believe that this is the first time
that both a gamma ray glow and its source region have been measured.
Figure 5.12 shows the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) Lightning Mapping
Array (LMA) data, colored by time, during this flight. The black diamonds on
the plots are the GPS location of the balloon at any given time. The latitude
and longitude of the last seven points of GPS location of the balloon were found
using extrapolation of the GPS data from the previous points. So the actual
latitude and longitude values could be slightly different. We could also perform
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Figure 5.13: Launch August 07, 2014 (UTC launch Time: 19:49:54) count rate
data
charge analysis on the LMA data. In this analysis we use the speed of the nearby
discharges and their intensity to determine their polarity, and consequently the
direction of the electric field in the region they occurred. The charge analysis
of the LMA data shows that the nearby electric field at the time of the count
rate enhancement was upward. This agrees very well with the observation of
the downward runaway electron flux.
Figure 5.13 is the data from a balloon launch on August 07, 2014 (UTC
launch Time: 19:49:54). The arrow shows about 8 s−1 count rate enhancements
above the background rate. Radar at 20:33 UTC showed the main thunderstorms to the west of the balloon, and the balloon was in the anvil material
which extends from these thunderstorms out over the ocean to the east. The
balloon passed through the region twice, once on the way up and once on the
way down. Black arrows denote count rate enhancements on the bottom counter
(red curve). We know from the efficiency of the detectors that this is a possible
indication of a downward avalanche of electrons. However, due to the relatively
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Figure 5.15: Launch August 15, 2014 (UTC launch Time: 21:22:03) count rate
data
small enhancement above the background, it is likely that the balloon traveled
through the outer edge of the avalanche region.
Figure 5.14 shows the KSC LMA data during this flight. It can be confirmed from this data that the balloon traveled through the anvil section of the
thundercloud, and during the falling time the balloon was further out of the active region than while rising. This can also be observed in the count rate data
which the enhancement is larger while the balloon was rising through the anvil.
Moreover, the charge analysis of the LMA data shows that the direction of the
electric field was upward during the nearby discharges. This agrees very well
with our observation of a downward electron flux. Eack et al. [2000] found a
similar high radiation (X-ray for their case) flux in an anvil at 14 km, suggesting
that this phenomenon can occur in different parts of the charge structure of a
storm and is not uncommon.
The third balloon launch was on August 15, 2014 (UTC launch Time:
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21:22:03). The balloon was launched during thunderstorm conditions but did
not pass through a thundercloud. The balloon and payload reached an altitude
of 20 km, and the payload was recovered from the ocean by a fishing boat.
Radar data shows that the balloon had gone up into the trailing stratiform
precipitation region/anvil material. Figure 5.15 shows the count rate data from
the two Geiger counters. It can be seen that the data agrees well with the background rate with small enhancements between 14 to 19 km altitudes. This is
most likely due to the fluctuation in the background cosmic ray flux. However,
due to the small difference between the two detectors count rates, it is possible
that the balloon was exposed to an upward flux of energetic X-ray photons from
nearby clouds. Figure 5.16 shows the LMA data during the time of this flight.
This data also confirms the lack of nearby activity and detection of background
activity only.
On September 06, 2014 (UTC launch Time: 17:22:41) we had the fourth
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balloon launch of the summer and the data is presented in Figure 5.17. On
this day we had two events with the enhancement on our detectors. The arrow
at the top shows the first event which started at about 18:45 and lasted until
19:25 UTC. Large count rate enhancements on both detectors and the difference
between the two rates, indicate that we observed a (very) long term, ∼20 min,
gamma-ray glow photon or electron event. From the efficiency of our detectors
to photons and electrons, we know that the direction of the photon flux should
have been downward and the direction of the electron flux should have been
upward. The second arrow on the lower right shows the second event which is
a faster, but still long compared to the previous observations, glow. The event
lasted for about a minute and again it indicates the detection of gamma-ray
photons. From the LMA data during this flight shown in Figure 5.18, it can be
seen that the first radiation enhancement event, started when the balloon was
at the top of the cloud and ended while it was falling through it. The charge
analysis of the LMA data indicates a downward direction for the electric field
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of the cloud. This is consistent with the expected upward flux of electrons from
our count rate observations.
Figure 5.19 shows the zoomed-in data of the second event shown in Figure
5.17. Here we used a 1 s bin size to calculate the count rate. From this figure
we can see that the radiation event lasted for about a minute. This was an
intense event with the count rate increasing to about 50 s−1 above the expected
background. The small ratio between the rates from the two detectors suggests
the observation of gamma-ray photon flux and the change in the ratio of the
two counters indicates that the balloon is passing through a gamma-ray glow
zone as it was falling.
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Figure 5.20: Launch September 22, 2014 (UTC launch Time: 22:10:17) count
rate data
The last launch of the Summer was performed on September 22, 2014 (UTC
launch Time: 22:10:17). On this day the balloon first went in the opposite
direction from the direction of the storm and was floating between altitudes 2
and 5 km for about 3 hours. However later on the balloon changed its direction
and went into the active thunderstorm region. After entering the thunderstorm,
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again we observed a very long duration, ∼50 min long, enhancement in the
measured energetic radiation from the environment. The black arrow in Figure
5.20 indicates this observation. The enhancement in the radiation could be
either due to a downward flux of gamma-ray photons from a gamma-ray glow,
or an upward flux of runaway energetic electrons while the balloon was rising
and falling inside the thundercloud.
The LMA data shown in Figure 5.21 shows that the balloon was very close,
but most likely on the outer edge of the electrically active part of the thundercloud. The charge analysis of the nearby discharges gives a downward electric
field at altitudes higher than 5 km close to the balloon falling zone. This confirms that the increase in the count rate was due to the detection of an upward
electron flux. However, the balloon was most likely falling along the outer edge
of the avalanche zone.
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Figure 5.21: Launch September 22, 2014 (UTC launch Time: 22:10:17) KSC
LMA data
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Chapter 6
Summary and Suggestions for
Future Work
6.1

Summary

The research work in this dissertation is aimed to advance our understanding
of both lightning physics and the effects of lightning on the atmospheric electrical environment within and above thunderclouds. This research focused on
multiple aspects of runaway electron theory as part of lightning and lightning
related phenomena. Included in this dissertation is a modeling and simulation
component, an observational and data analysis component, and an instrument
development component. A summary of each component is given below.
The joint process between Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanche and
Extensive Air Showers (RREA-EAS) has long been suggested to be responsible
for the production of Compact Intracloud Discharges (CIDs). We developed a
fluid model based on RREA-EAS and simulated the production of CIDs. Using
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the data from three CIDs acquired in 2008 at the Lightning Observatory in
Gainesville, FL, we showed that one can find the electric fields which are able to
reproduce NBP shapes. However these fields are not realistic for thunderclouds
and the required energy of EAS is too high. Furthermore, we found that some
of the characteristics of CIDs are model dependent, and no explanation of how
VHF emission is produced by CIDs is provided by this model. On the other
hand, the TL models also suffer from offering no explanation on the production
of the (required) conductive hot channel. Altogether our results do not support
the RREA-EAS hypothesis, as it relates to CIDs. This work has been published
in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics [Arabshahi et al., 2014].
A high-energy spectrometer (ARIS-S) for the detection of energetic radiation from leaders in lightning was designed, constructed and deployed at the
International Center for Lightning Research and Testing (ICLRT) during the
spring and summer of 2012. The spectrometer was simulated by SoftWare for
Optimization of Radiation Detectors (SWORD) in order to quantify its efficiency in the detection of energetic radiation. For this dissertation, we collected
many X-ray pulses preceding 48 return strokes, in 8 rocket-triggered lightning
events. The results produced the world’s first detailed measurements of the Xray spectrum from lightning. An empirical function for the spectrum was found
and the analysis showed that the spectrum of X-rays from leaders is much too
soft to be consistent with RREA. RREA predicts an exponential shape for the
spectrum, while our data shows that the spectrum has a power-law dependence
on the energies of the photons with the power index, λ, between 2.5 to 3.5 with
no characteristic energy. This makes cold runaway a viable candidate for the
production mechanism of runaway electrons at leader tips of lightning. The
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RREA model may still be applicable in other cases such as energetic emission
inside thunderclouds and the occasional bursts of MeV gamma-rays observed
during rocket-triggered lightning. We also found that the spectrum of X-rays
from dart-stepped leaders are harder than the other types of leaders. This shows
that the stepping process is related to the electric field at the leader tips and is
generally higher for dart-stepped leaders. These findings have been accepted for
publication in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres [Arabshahi
et al., 2015].
Finally, in order to determine the importance of the discharge currents
caused by the runaway electrons and the role of relativistic feedback, we successfully designed, developed, and tested a balloon payload for in situ measurement
of energetic electrons and gamma-ray photons from inside thunderstorms. The
payload measurements include many other environmental parameters such as,
GPS location, acceleration, orientation, etc. In 2013, we successfully measured
the fair weather background radiation profile as a function of height. The fair
weather data agreed well with theoretical predictions. In the summer of 2014,
we had five successful balloon launches which four of them measured gammaray glows from thunderstorms and at least one of them entered the runaway
electron source region. We also observed two events, on two separate balloon
launches, with hour-scale long excess radiation. Such events have also been
observed at the CARPET cosmic-ray detector in Argentina [Mendonça et al.,
2011]. Furthermore, we analyzed our data in accordance with the Kennedy
Space Center Lightning Mapping Array (KSC LMA) data and showed that by
combining them we can gain great insight regarding the electric field at the
source of the gamma-ray glows and runaway electron avalanches.
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6.2

Future Work

Further work can be done on all three components of this dissertation research.
CIDs are still one of the mysteries associated with lightning and thunderstorms.
There is a vast collection of data available from their observations. However,
they still require more theoretical work. The possible role of runaway electrons
in their production can still be further investigated using the inclusion of positive
feedback processes into the RREA-EAS model.
How lightning can propagate such long distances through air is still poorly
understood. Having a dedicated X-ray spectrometer can greatly benefit the
study of lightning propagation. An accurate spectrum can be used to compare
with theoretical models and simulations. Theoretical work focusing on modeling
lightning leaders and production of runaway electrons at their tips based on the
cold (thermal) runaway electron theory must be undertaken. The comparison
of such theoretical results with observations from the spectrometer can be quite
fruitful.
The results we have obtained from the balloon payloads have proven the
success of the design concept, including using Geiger counters for measuring
glows. As far as we know, based on the literature, this is the first time that such
measurements have been done. The addition of a slow electric field sensor and
a small and lightweight (2.54 cm diameter) PMT with an inorganic scintillator
for spectroscopy and detecting gamma rays with a higher efficiency would be a
great improvement to the current configuration of the payloads. The electronics
can already handle 4 channels, but only 2 are currently being used. Also,
because the HV and front-end electronics are almost the same for PMTs and
Geiger counters, adding a PMT/scintillator detector will be relatively simple.
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An added benefit is that the scintillation detectors provide energy information,
and when combined with Geiger counters will discriminate between electrons
and gamma rays, giving an independent measurement in addition to the ratio of
counts from the Geiger counters. This will be especially important to identify
when the payload is in the Compton backscattered region of the glow, since the
resulting lower energy photons will have a similar attenuation in the lead as
the electrons. Moreover, more work needs to be done on advanced simulations
of gamma-ray glows based on the relativistic feedback mechanism. This would
give detailed knowledge about the source region of the glows and the electric
fields present.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the Diffusion
Equation for non Uniform
Electric Fields
The Green’s function corresponding to equation (3.7) should satisfy the following differential equation:
∂Gre ~
∂
Gre
∂Gre
+ ∇ · (~vre Gre ) − (D||
)−
∂t
∂z
∂z
τ

(A.1)

= δ(x − x0 )δ(y − y0 )δ(z − z0 )δ(t − t0 )
For the case of constant longitudinal diffusion coefficient, we have:
Gre (x, y, z, t; x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 ) = q
× exp (

Z

t

t0

1
4π(t − t0 )D||

dt (vre (t − t0 ) − (z − z0 ))2
−
)
τ
4(t − t0 )D||

·S(t − t0 )S(t − t0 )δ(x − x0 )δ(y − y0 )S(z0 )S(L − z).
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(A.2)

However, in this paper we are dealing with a non-uniform ambient electric field
and we know that the longitudinal diffusion coefficient depends on the ambient
electric field using the following empirical equation [Dwyer, 2010]:
D||
= (3.80 × 103 )E −1.57 [m].
v

(A.3)

This dependency prevents us from deriving a simple analytical formula for the
Green’s function in (A.1). However, we can overcome this by assuming the D|| to
be constant over a very small time interval and treat

q

4D|| ∆t as an uncertainty

in the measurement of a Gaussian distribution. In such a setup, we can find the
value of 4D|| ∆t at any time using the discrete uncertainties propagation rule
[Taylor, 1997]:
q

σ12 + σ22 + · · ·,

(A.4)

4∆tD||1 + 4∆tD||2 + · · ·.

(A.5)

σ=
We have:
σ=

q

Since the electrons are moving with approximately constant speed, t = vz ,
we have:
σ=

s

1X
4∆zD||i
v

=

s P

∼
=

s R

=

q

z
v

4∆zD||i
z

(A.6)

z 4dzD||
v
z

4tD|| ,

where
R

D|| dz
.
z
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D|| =

(A.7)

So at every arbitrary point in space and time, we can rewrite our Green’s function for a variable diffusion coefficient as:
Gre (x, y, z, t; x0 , y0 , z0 , t0 ) = q
× exp (

Z

t

t0

1
4π(t − t0 )D|| (z, z0 )

dt (vre (t − t0 ) − (z − z0 ))2
)
−
τ
4(t − t0 )D|| (z, z0 )

(A.8)

·S(t − t0 )S(t − t0 )S(z0 )S(L − z) · δ(x − x0 )δ(y − y0 ),
where:
D|| (z, z0 ) =

Rz
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D|| dz
.
z − z0

z0

(A.9)

Appendix B
Critical Review of Another CID
Model
In Roussel-Dupré and Gurevich [1996] and Tierney et al. [2005] the peak electric
field due to the radio emission from runaway breakdown measured by a distant
observer is presented as the following analytical expression in cgs units:
"

βr eη sin θ
hεr i βe 1 − βr cos θ
eν
·
·
1
+
·
·
Ep =
Rc (1 − βr cos θ)2
34eV βr 1 − βe cos θ

#

(B.1)

where ν is the avalanche rate, η is the number of e-folding of the runaway
electrons, θ is the observation angle measured from the direction of the velocity
of the runaway electrons, R is the distance to the observer, βr is the dimensionless speed of the runaway electrons, βe is the dimensionless speed of the
low-energy electron point charge, and hεr i is the mean runaway electron energy.
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This equation for the radiation field can be separated into two terms:

eν
eη sin θ
Ep =
·
Rc (1 − βr cos θ)









βe
hεr i
βr


·
·
+
34eV (1 − βe cos θ) 
 (1 − βr cos θ)

{z
} |
{z
}
|
Term 1

(B.2)

Term 2

Based on the speed of the charge used in each term it can be seen that “Term
1” is the radiation term due to the runaway electrons and “Term 2” is due to
the low-energy electrons. The dimensionless speed of low-energy electrons, βe
has been defined as the drift speed of low-energy electrons [Roussel-Dupré and
Gurevich, 1996].
To see where these two terms come from, consider the vector LiénardWiechert potential for a point charge is [Jackson, 1999]:




q β~
~ x, t) = 

A(~
~
(1 − β · n̂)R

(B.3)
ret

In Roussel-Dupré and Gurevich [1996] the relativistic electron beam is approximated as a single point charge that its magnitude grows at the avalanche
rate ν, Qp = −e eνt , and it is moving with the constant dimensionless speed βr .
So the radiation electric field due to the point charge at distance R is [Dwyer
et al., 2009]:
~
~ re (~x, t) = − ∂ Arad (~x, t) ,
E
∂t

(B.4)

where




~ rad (~x, t) = −n̂ × n̂ × A(~
~ x, t) .
A
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(B.5)

So
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 ∂t
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= −
·
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(B.6)

The peak of this radiation field will be:
eν
βr eη sin θ
Ere (~x, t) = −
·
,
Rret (1 − β~r · n̂ret )2

(B.7)

which is the term in equation (B.2) for the runaway electrons. The low-energy
electrons are also represented as a single point charge whose instantaneous magnitude in the frame of the beam is Qs = (hεr i /34eV )Qp and it is moving with
the dimensionless drift velocity βe [Roussel-Dupré and Gurevich, 1996]. Similarly with this assumption, the peak radiation electric field of the low-energy
electrons at distance R is:

Ele (~x, t) =

βe sin θ
eη
hεr i
eν
·
·
·
.
Rret (1 − β~r · n̂ret ) 34eV (1 − β~e · n̂ret )

(B.8)

Then, the total peak radiation electric field from relativistic runaway avalanche
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is:
"

#

eη sin θ
βe
eν
hεr i
βr
·
·
Erad (~x, t) =
·
+
Rret (1 − β~r · n̂ret )
(1 − β~r · n̂ret ) 34eV (1 − β~e · n̂ret )
(B.9)
This is the same expression as equation (B.2). This expression overestimates
the actual RF electric field at the observation point due to two conceptual errors
made in the derivation of this equation which will explained below.
The first and the main source of the error is in misinterpretation of the propagation velocity of the current from the low-energy electrons. It was assumed
that the current due to the low-energy electrons propagates at the drift velocity
of these electrons. However, this is a wrong assumption since the individual
low-energy electrons quickly attach to the atoms and ions of the air and their
current instead moves at their group velocity which is the same as the runaway
electrons [Dwyer et al., 2009].
The second error which has already been discussed in Dwyer and Babich
[2011], was in the calculation of the ratio of low-energy (secondary) electrons to
runaway (primary) electrons ( nnps ). It was assumed [Roussel-Dupré and Gurevich, 1996] that this ratio is:
Qs
hεr i
ns
=
=
.
np
Qp
34eV

(B.10)

However, Dwyer and Babich [2011] has shown that this ratio is actually equal
to:
ns
=
np

ητa
!,
τa
1+
τre
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(B.11)

where η is the production rate of the low-energy electrons by energetic runaway
electrons, τa is the attachment time of the low-energy electrons, and τre is the
e-folding time of the runaway electrons. Equations (B.10) and (B.11) only agree
in the limit of very high electric fields where τre ≪ τa . In any other physical
situation equation (B.10) causes extra inaccuracy in the total radiation field of
low-energy electrons.
In this appendix we discussed the issues on the model presented in RousselDupré and Gurevich [1996] for radiation from the runaway breakdown current.
We show that the model overestimates the current produced by the low-energy
electrons. This issue has propagated through the literature by using the same
assumptions (e.g. Fullekrug et al. [2010] and Gurevich et al. [2004]).
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Appendix C
Derivation of the Error Bars in
the Measurement of Deposited
Energies
The total deposited energy on each detector is
εdet
tot =

X

Aεdet
i Ni

(C.1)

i

where A is the normalization factor, εdet
is the measured energy of the photons
i
entering each detector, and Ni is the number of photons with energies between
εi and εi + ∆εi :
Ni = fi ∆εi .

(C.2)

Since the measured energy of the photons entering each detector depends on the
performance of that detector, it can be written in terms of the true energy of
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the entered photons and the elements of the Detector Response Matrix (DRM):
X

εdet
=
i

det
Rij
εj

(C.3)

j

det
where Rij
is the probability of that the energy of a photon with energy εj , to

be measured between εi to εi + ∆εi . Then the total deposited energy on each
detector is
εdet
tot =

XX
i

det
Rij
εj fi ∆εi A.

(C.4)

j

is
The statistical error measurement of εdet
i
q

Ni .
σεdet
= εdet
i
i

(C.5)

The total statistical error in the measurement of energy on each detector is


σεdet
tot

2

=

X

σεdet
i

X

X

i

=

i




j

2

(C.6)
2

det 
Rij
εj fi ∆εi A.

(C.7)

It is a convention to put the error bars on the observations. The confidence
interval (i.e., the error bars) for our observations can be found by scaling the
predicted deposited energy on each detector as long as the observation values
are still in the area of plus or minus one standard deviation around them (i.e.,
predicted deposited energies). This can be expressed using the following equation:
eεdet
= εdet
tot ± σeεdet
obs .
tot
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(C.8)

where e is the scaling factor and σeεdet
=
tot

√

eσεdet
. Solving Equation (C.8) for e,
tot

we can find the limits the confidence interval as:

err =

eεdet
tot

=

εdet
tot

·

det
2
(2εdet
tot εobs + σεdet ) ±
tot

q

det
det 2
(2εdet
)2 ) − (2εdet
tot εobs + (σεdet
tot εobs )
tot
2
2(εdet
tot )

.

(C.9)
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